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"With Malice toward None,

Volume XVII.
k

ROY,

Anath antra

Vina

A

talb.

JASPER NEWTON NUTTER, born'et abroad in our midst, striking down
in Glenville, West Virginia, March 12 )ovecj oneg jn many homes and leav- 1851, departed tnis me at Koy, rsew jng bereavement in the homes of mem- vas th& bers of our fraternal band, as well
Mexico, February 19, 1920.
youngest child of Christopher and as our neighbors and friends therefore
Marie Nutter, a member of a family be it
of seven, all of whom have precededJ
Resolved: by Homestead Lodge
him except one brother, Preston Mu- No. 46, I. O. O. F. of Roy that, we
tter of Salt Lake City, Utah, who wa as a lodge extend our fraternal greetuuable to be here. The deceased was ing and sympathy to all who are be.left an orphan when a mere child,his reaved in our town and community'
father passing away when he was and especially to our brother, James
four years of age and his mother de- W. Johnson, in the loss of his son and
parting this life when he was only daughter, John and Mary Johnson,
in the dawning of young manhood and
leven years of age,
womanhood, and to our brother, Elby
DtiQ,
"TYr
Mr. Nutter was married
iWfflan. of Hutchinson. Kansas, in
1879 to Sallie F. Harless and unto thnS
loss of his wife and the mother
the
union eight children were born, name-l- of his bable, to Brother Ben Wright,
New
Paul H. Nutter, Cimmarron,
of the U. S. Army in the loss of a be
Mexico, Nira B Nutter, Dawson, New
loved 'ulsteiv and to all of the memMexico, Jasper P. C. Nutter, Price,
-v
bers
of their families;
Nutter,
T.
ClevelandPrice,
Utah,
comones
we.
bereaved
To
the
air
Albuquer-quUtah, Shirley S. Ntfhter,
knowledge of the will and
New Mexico, D, Stein Nutter, mend a
divlfW Creator who
Willard, New Mexico, C. Lillian Nut- wisdom of their
it again ac
taketh
giveth
and
life
ter departed this life July 22, 189(5,
plft which
pivine
own
to
his
cording
John R. Nutter, Roy, New Mexico.
we can not always understand, ac'
lie! was a tendel? and loving husband cepting by Faith, that which we must
nd father and his death is deeply wait a while to know.
Resolved: v that we appreciate and
.mourned by all his loved ones.
commend the practical application of
For a number of years Mr. Nutter the1 principles of our readers by those
was almost a ripple from Rheuma- who ministered at th bedside of suf
tism but he lived above his disability fering during tfctf fecont epidemic,
and was not deterred from homestead-in- g regardless oí ract
creed, wneiner
a farm and making it pay.
members of fraternal organizations
or not. The divine wsson of Human
He wa3 a g reat reader and thought ity is not measured By organization
much of what) fce read so that hs or taught only in1 riMMs. But "He
was able to' conversa intelligently on alone is the servant of' God and. thy
a variety" of subject;
Brother who hearetlf the
M when
mr who
and
alsp
poor
he
crieth,
the
Those who were well acquainted
Helper."
with Mr. Nutter, held his word as in hath no
Resolved: That these resolutions
violate and knew he was honest to
spread upon the minutes of this
be
more
for
the last cent. If he left no
lddg
at its next regular meeting, a
his posterity, "these things in thin, copy furnished each of our bereaved
his
for
inheritance
rich
a
are
selves
brothers and that they be published
children and a proud memory to hiir in
the local newspaper.
life companion.
Respectfully submitted,
The funeral service was conducted
Irvin Ogden, Sr.
W.
Hearn,
after
by
O.
at the home
""
Wm. G. Johnson,
In
which the body was laid to rest
J. W. Beck.
the Roy Cemetery.
Committee

rid

County Library Book Wagon.

I

'

,rKT

A meeting has been called by a committee from the three churches that
met last Sunday for the purpose of
linking the community a little closer
to the churches.
.
This meeting is to consist of the
members of the Baptist, Methodist,
and Christian churches, and if the effort succeeds each church will benefit
according to its help, so everyone wiil
be required to help.
The meeting is to take place Sat,
urday March 6, at the Christian church
sharply at 3:30 o'clock.
The opportunity is for all so lets
get busy and have a good representa

t

I

tion.
The thing under consideration will
be "a united church attendance campaign and people interested in the
neighboring committees are welcome
to attend as they may wish to take ad
vantage of the impetus at this time

y,

The 5th Sunday School Convention
which was to have been held at Roy
this year was abandoned because of
the many things occurring recently
to prevent. People did not want to
congregate and be exposed to flu
many were ill and the president was absent so the opportunity
foTTT uonvaDliaa .W
J,mti by U A
an3 Site season.
A number of ililii tiiíéeiiíüWf operate book wagons or the circuTjíort1 more convenient
of reading material In iiiS firif districts. The American Library Association
T. E. Mitchell, oí AÍbert, Vice fres,
Includes the needs of the f tifia fomWünltle
In Its Enlarged Program which
le the backbone of Ite "Books for" Ewy'Bodyi movement. The A. L. A. hopes of the N. M. Cattle and Horse Grow-er- s
Ass'n is taking a special interest
some day to see book wagons In evcYy Vá't' and ts pledged to advocate such
in the coming meeting at Roswell.
service.
.
We note his picture in the Special is
sue of the Albuquerque papers along
of the Livewith other "High-LightRual Wade has a broken wrist
,..- Mrs. T, E. tfrtcheli returded t stock business of the state.
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Trustees Meet
The regular meeting of the Village)
Trustees Monday evening was mado
the occasion for clearing the slate
of all business possible as this is tho
last regular meeting before election
of a new Mayor aud Board. All
bills were paid, provisions ior gorn
on with the town well as soon as Mr.
Bagwell is able to "Hit the ball"
arrangements for an audit of the ac
counts, and other details of villa'o
government were disposed of.

Investigation developed the fact
Roy has a population of well
over five hundred people and is entitled to be advanced to the class of "In
corporated Towns" and our attorney
was directed to arrange the detail
for taking the census and getting
promoted to "Town" instead of "Vil
lage." .

that

T. A. Smith was allowed $1 a day
services as Marshall during tha
quarantine qeriod and employed foe
the month of Match at a salary of
$30. and instructed to stop auto speed
ing on the streets or make it a paying P9?time
own, also to
tftü PS iiikwinate the hordo
of dogs that Infest the streets, Tha,
report of the treasurer, 0, Wi Heqrn,
was accepted for Dec, Jan, and Feb.

for

fP ta

A
Cemetery was turned
... .. the Boy
-over to Wm. G. Johnson as manager
with authority to pay out the purchase price of the 40 acres to the state
have the cemetery surveyed and palt- -'
ted and erect a substantial
fenc$ on the line of the survey, build
á tool house and otherwise equip it a3
a cemetery ought to be equipped and
Ben Hoskins has left Colfax arid eatftblUh ftn collect reasonable price
Returned to Dawson where he will get for burial iffjs therein.

tl

rriV.T"

the result of cranking: a Flivver
Calí, Wéjfnesdáy aft'
without retarding the spark. He Pasadena
er a short stay at
home at
e
ran into a
of the city
ma- iTAi in luiure.
Albert.
Well drill and broke it almost
U- PtfAfER FOR A LITTLE HOME
causing a serious accident to the
J. J. Talyor died at Tucuiifr&fi
drill, then killed his engine back
at a hospital, Tuesday night.
Gaiia' W little home
ing out and then broke his arm
He has been seriously ill from to' come' Hítele i& wlttífl we roam "
Low- walísr áríH fíufed
to cap. it all.
Tuberculosis, for most of the Wide wMjrwtf, á view' tiles.
for Wiles;
winter and has made a heroic Red firelight arkl ééép ehátríj
We have a rather caustic letfight against it for years but of Small white beds',
ter from "A Reader" which, if
Great talk m little- ridófcsí
late it was a losing fight.
He Dim colors, rows of btfoki?
published would be a source of
went to Tacumcari Monday, ac- One picture on each wall;
gratification now, and regret
many things at all.
companied by his wife and baby Not
God send us a little ground
later,' to the writer and would
aiid Will Gilstrap. Mr. Gilstrap
trees standing round,
start something which would returned Tuesday and received a Tall
Homely flowers in brown sod,
We
not be SO easÜV StODDCíí.
Overhead, Thy
0 Godf
fnessage Wednesday morning an- God bless, when stars,
winds blow,
appreciate the feelings , of the nouncing his
death.
Our home, and all we know.
writer but experience has íatíht
CARD OF THANKS
us that it is best to not always
VILLAGE CAUCUS
"
tell the whole truth. Forget' it!.
.
'
f
' We all join in sending our
sneei
Ther will be a caucus cf voters of
to all who rendered all the
thanks
ihe village1 cf Roy, held at the office of
Mrs, Ruleau, District Super- Judge Foster, an the evening of March kind assistance during the sickness
visor óf Red Cross work in N. 8th, next Monday, to seelct candidates of our beloved daughters, babes and
the dear wives and mothers of our
Mv came to Roy last Sunday to cn a Citizen's; Ticket for Mayer and
children Especially the Red Cross.
Four Village Trusttes.
Sincerely,
assist with' th Home Service It is desirable thá4 the village elec
The Davis and
work and see conditions here tion be held without the rancor of
Beard Families.
following the Flu. She was the partisan politics being brought into
it,
guest of Mrs. Willcox- and Mrs. All citizens are urged to attend thin The F. M. Co. is having their well
tank system repaired and protec- Ogden While here' and found Caucus and take part' in its deliber- and
ed so it will be reliable as a sourco
much to commend in ' the work ations. CITIZEN'S COMMITTEE,
of water supply and are asking for
help from other business houses to
of Soldier's 'vVelfare and Civil-liameet the cost.
Relief work.
fOR SALE One Ford car, without
good wc1
have g
Th
bl(, of supplving more water than
She went to Mosquero to- get pis on ring, two rear Wheels, otie front
spring, has no fenders, seat made of jthe town evel. has had f t were
a Spanish boy to a" hospital lor plank, burns lots of gas, hard to.,.,
hanúM Bnd they propoae to keep
treatment for T-- b ' Mrs. Uuleau crank, carbureter busted half way!,. wt;m nnri hnw
Klltlniv fm.
two,
is efficiency raised tó" the Nth
street, but not for hauling away in
three years old, four in the spring; has tanks or barrels. It is a necessity
power and N. M. soldiers-- ' are
guy-wir-

-

-

rs

-

.

Informally, after the business was
finished the Mayor and Trustees discussed the future prospects for Roy
and agreed that, as ther had worked

jn harmony during the past year and
had managed the affair of the town
and the water works activities to tht
best of their ability and in perfect
unity, that, they would consent to be
ing candidates to
on conditions that all were placed on tha
ticket and no one of them would
nt
to being made a candidate on
irVy other ticket.

Armenia Rebecca Blunk wife of
LIBERTY
Oscar Blunk and daughter of Samutl
and Sarah Jane Tower, was born DeSchool
riot opened yet as we
cember 3, 1889 ai Levenworth, Indis.
In other words, they would go toana, and departed this life February still have a ftW cases of Influenza.
gether before the people of Roy on
The family' of B, S. Stuarts are
19, 1920. The cause of her untimely
their past record and let it be the only
decease being due to influenza and sunering from the Flu, Mr. and Mrs,
issue in the election.
She aged 30 years, 2 Robert Holmes are nursing them,
pneumonia.
Dr. Jackson of Roy is; the attending
months and 15 days.
Her father preceded her to ths physician. Here's hoping they may
other world. Her mother and brother all recover soon. . J .v
Mr. Ames and family, a son of Dr.
4
Mr. Hatfield of Texas is visitm?
George and Raymond live near Roy,
H..B,';Ames, of Alva, pkla., have arWillmrr and Theodore, two other "his daughter Mrs. Ocie ckmS'rí"
rived, and will live on the Geo. N.
Ames farm east of Roy Mr. Ames
Mrs. Ernestine Wright Bowman
brothers live at Birdscye, Indiana.
There' arc two cist?rs remaining, Mrs. Idied of Influenza last weekA at" hfer
and Rocq Reeder and family are just
Mary Underbill of DiclitUenm:'' I:v home in Hutchinson, Kansas'. Mrs
recovering from a long siege of Flu
(liana, and Mrs. Jack Hardwlsk cf Bowman grew to womanhood in this
and Pneumonia and he will leave a.4
community graduated in the Common
Los Angeles, California.
soon as they are able to go to their
Mrs. Blunk was a member of tha School Branches from the Liberty
new home in Raton.
.
The young Mr. Ames, like the elder,
United Brethern Church having give School, was married to Mr. Elby Bowh
is a
herself to Christ when twelve years man, a young pioneer school master,
republican.
.
in the year of 1915, to this union were
of age.
born three sons, who will miss the lovShe was united in marriage to
Elmer Boulware, son of R. W. hns
Blunk at Jasper, Indiana, Decem- ing care of a devoted mother. The
left Dawson and gone with Dr. Brady
ber J. 100'J, to whieh union two chil- - bereaved families have the sympathy
to Leesburg, Florida, where the Dr.
Blanche Blunk now of their friends in this bereavement.
l wire bc; n:
n
will establish a Hospital. He drove
12 years and Amos Blunk aged Mrs. Bowman is survived by her husthru in an auto and Elmer went aloni?
S vears.
band and three small children of
as his driver and will remain in his
The funeral esrvices were conductcJ Hutchinson, Mrs. N. S. Spheers, her
employ.
At the Roy Cemetery by O. W. Hearn, mother, Messrs. Joe, Chas, and Will
nastor of the Christian Church, on iam Wright Miss Rachel Wright and
W. P. Eichenlaub, of Spencer, InFriday, February 20, 1920 and her Mrs. Arch Day of this and the Brand
diana, sends his dues to the
and
remains laid to rest to wait the com Community, Mrs. Samuel Lard and
threatens to return here if he doesn't
Hutchinson
Heggarty
of
Mrs. Grant
ing ot tne L.ora.
shock absorbers, an' everything; ten and they are meeting with a generous get his news from Roy regularly.
and Private Benj. Wright of Camp
missing, front axle bent, four response from the business houses
spokes
specialty.
her
Mrs. Juan Jose Trujillo died at her Funston. May the bereaved be eom- C. V. Coldiron
writes for back
tires .punctured, ain't worth a cent; who are asked to help.
home northwest of Roy, Monday af- tortea in we worus uoa luucneu
'
copies of the
which he has missgot'lotsof
speeit
ruHB like the ducej
fclept."
of
flu
she
weeks
her and
CARD OF THANKS
ter an illness of three
ed. He had them directed to Manburns either oil or tobacco juice, if
Roswell N. M., Feb. 25. It is con
She was the mother
Jim Christman is drilling a well chester, Kentucky while he is at Hens-leamd pneumonia.
within.
appreciation
Our
of
thlircaP
cáíé
wánt
It
iriqaire'
the
you'
with his old machine for Fayette Liv
of a large family most are mostly fidently believed that this year's anKentucky, is the probable reason
niighfc be fxplalncd' that this is a
ingston, on the old Jennings home- he is missing them.
grown up to be an honor to her. Ha' nual convention of the New Mexico and sympathy we received from' partly
Sefc'añtyTtby1
tari1'1
garage.
used
Association
lookis
Solano,
Jim
stead north of
daughter, Mrs. Joe C. Maestas dieJ Cattle and Horse Growers
the Roy Red Cross and neighbors
ing for his big new well drill in any
At the same home a week ago. This which will be held here March 29, 30 and friends, during our illness
CARD OF THANKS
day now. It is a thousand foot rig
is one of the best families on tha and 31, will be the largest in the
ori the dowri 'grade, among
We wish to thank our many friends
is
Crine
atThe
of
dandy.
for
and
lived
of
here
association.
our
a
death
the
children,
the
and
at
history
mesa and they have
women'1 as" a 'result ;of thé" effects of
for their kind sympathy and assistmany years5. A host or friends join tendance will be normal according to cannot oe measured !n mere
ance during the illnesi and death of
national prohibition actíbrdin'g" to1 ofin regret at her death, and sympathy reports from the western and nor- words,
ficers' of "the' Salvation1 'Army provinto
The regulations of the Bureau of our Beloved Husband und Father and
we
want
say
to
all
but
catsor,
the
and
state
of
Their
family.
parts
the
bereaved
thern
the
for:,
Risk Insurance require the mak- for the beautiful floral efferings.
headquarters in Denver who;,'haV6
arrived fronVthe U S. Naval Train, tlemen of eastern New Mexico -- will of you, that your deeds of mercy cial makfrtg1 á 'cá'rlef uf stuíy of Boclsl' War
Mrs. J. N. Nutter
ing of informal monthly reports by
been
ing School at Chicago, Monday, too nearly, all bo here.
and words of sympathy have statistics since. Juíy 1.' Reports hav' men receiving compensation, as it is
and fani.ly.
convention
the
alive.
first
the
time
is
mother
This
his
see
to
late
'states in ''the' only iff this WHy that payments may
of this association has been held in brightened the darkest hours of been compiled 'fronií''li
province"- -' for' a ' six'; be maintained in accordance with conThe Roy School Board called a meetnow the eastern part of the state and many our lives.
May such friends inter mountain,
. Ihe death list for this mesa
period.1'ditions existing on the first of each ing Monday evening to consider regismonth
j
will
..,
numbers 18 with gevetal cases still in cattlemen of the eastern slope
surround you when misfortune "Drink has been fhe ejietn of 'woni'j month.
trations and appoint members to fill
attend and become identified with the
grave doubt.
'
diífec'Ü'' sense.f'j
It may be' impossible in some few the places until the regular election
association' for the first time. The and sorrow come into your lives. an in an indirect an'd'
Yf;. Cousins cnsesi where men are wnrkinc in i no
next year, as provided by law.
MV. and Mrs. Jas. W. Johnson, Lieutenant Colonel John
Martinez, (fied at her home New Mexico Cattle and Horse Grow,
Mrs.
announcing
íhd're'súlt
in
The illness of Dr. Self prevented a
ofj kited places for tliem to actually mail
today
said
8 miles southwest of Roy, on the Red ers Association is doing an important
."Women who. drank in a report each month
such cases quorum and tho meeting was postIn
his
studies.
state
pneumo
of
the
tiiefrom
stockmen
Saturday
for
work
last
River
Mrs. Ogden was called to San the past almost" invrialiiy . fell 'to the' man should write his letter to the poned until he is able to attend. It
nia. All the family were. sick. and. and it is of the utmost importance at
as a result. A large per Bureau .on the first ef each month is reported there will be three vacannot
car-d
every
stockman
Diego, Calif, Wednesday by a criminality
this time that
neighbors and friends from town
MmtaiM nf ha follón 'tonmpYi tf t Virt jsven if it is hot mailed for sometimes cies to fill by appointment.
for them till they were able to be only get the' benefit of the a9sociaion wire on account of the serious
nation were dragged to their station, afterwards. On each visit to the post
but give his assistance to the cause.
up. The rest are now convalescing.
Chester Scott,- who resigned his po
a result of association with drurik - office he cái hiail the accumulation of
as
L.
mother,
illness
Mrs.
of
her
A.
the
made
for
being
are
Arrangements
sition
presence
with the Roy Trust and Savings
mea.
,mohthly
...
and
there
en
Reports
visad.
every
r
comfort and enjoyment of
Collins who has been spending
TO MY FRIENDSThis is to
"It is my opinion that the nation in the files of the Bureau will be his Bank recently to accept a position
vise that on the 19th day of January itor while in Roswell.
the winter there under the care will feel a pulsation of awakening protection in' casé question as to his with the Roberts & Olver Lumber-Co- .
1920, a decree of absolute divorce was
is ill with Flu this week.
B.
of
Mills
an
has
her daughter Miss Gertrude social consciousness as soon as the condition atf any time ever arises.
M.
and
Martin,
Marie
of
Mrs.
granted between myself
psychological effects of war unrest
Listen to Collins.
Densmore, in the District Court at insrrown erouch at the
The codfish lays a million eggs,
pass, t ne newness win soon wear on
Amarillo, Texas, Mr. L. C. Barrett, her! "Why can't I get my paper?"
of
the
Service
Red
The
Home
and the rising generatioa
the helpful hen lays one: but the
while
prohibition
years
my
fam
resumed
strenuously
working
a
n
been
lor
subscriber
is
Rev.
I've
Hearn
I
Attorney, and have
codfish
does not cackle to inform us
nothing
know
evils..
will
of
Ihe
its
1
even
by
Mrs.
if
to
will
BROWNING
be
attended
Cross
and always had it before
for the union 'of all church people in
LILLIAN
ily name,
saving in souls of women who have active, church wovH under one common what she's done, and so we scorn the
Roy, N. M. was a year r so behind. Now that Willcox, Chairman
March 1st, 1920
Mrs.
and
codfish coy, but the helpful hen w
been dragged to early graves by, ideal.
I'm paid in advance I can't get it
It might, be a good idea to prize,
which indicates to thoughtful
and vice will justify the help along,
Chapter
Secretary
of
Brown,
drunkenness
the
that's
tho
if
her
again
soon
from
home
pay
not
commendable
is
this
DePew
with
I'll
Miss Ruth
steps
taken.
minds
it pays to advertise.
drastic
Mrs.
absence
during
the
of
week
this
her
visiting
send
it
work to get up a campaign to get the
the result. Please
school work in Oklahoma,
"The effects have begun to show. pledges from
church
and the back copies.'-- '
peojlei,toat;nd'
parents and friends.
a
Uguen.,
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
Children are better fed and happiei. a reasonable number of times this
It is quite likely she 11 get it regThe wage earner spends his money year.
Sunday
admit
we'ra
We
for
in
in
future.
ularly
came
Fred Fluhman
John A. Rudolph, Deputy Collector
The Odd Fellows of Roy initi to feed his family. Girls are enjoyflu medicine for a young man from scared.
of Internal Revenue, will be in Roy
ing more of the comforts of life.
He
Wedneshome.
his
candidates
ated
seven
at
ill
is
who
Texas
have decreased. The re5, to assist in making out
You will be exceedingly interested day evening and had a swell two Temptations
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Nugen are on March
came with Fred's uncle, John Ishi,
of immorality."
lessening
TAX SCHEDULES. Mr.
INCOME
is
sult
RepreBoard
Federal
a
to know that
from Georgetown, Texas.
61b baby Rudolph will be at the Floersheim
of
prTud
parents
a
the
They
will
banquet.
take
course
will
In
be
sentative, Mr. Jose Jbrdi,
girl Feb. 24 th She. is said' tfr be Mercantile Co. store from 9 a. m., t
The Roy Village election draws nigh Roy Friday, March 12th, to" inter- the same class thru the 2d degre
;5 p. m. on
date and if you wanti
disabled"
Floersheim,
tha
men
editor
of
the
for
proclamation
discharged,
Svlvan
view
the
all
mayor's
the smartest girl of he'agl. in information this
and the
Wednesday night. 50 mem
next
your income
regarding
his
The
visiting
Times,
interested
been
week.
has
who
are
next
County
Springer
in your
same will be published
town..
bers present.
'tax scheduke see him on this date.
in vocational trainings
folks at the- Floershaim home.
day of Election is April 2.
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THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

WOODEN SPOIL

three sides approximately equal. If
you want a map you'll have to go to'
the government. Mr. Lamartine has
the legal documents."
"There must be a map," Said Hilary

By

quietly.

VICTOR
ROUSSEAU
Illustrations bp
Irwin My er

(Copyright, 1919, by George H. Doran Co.)

ft

- Ml
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TWO ANGRY BLUE EYES AND FLUSHED

CHEEKS

.

Synopsis. Hilary Askew, young American, comes Into possession of tho
timber and other rights on a considerable section of wooded land in Quebec
the Rosny seigniory. Lamartine, his uncle's lawyer, tells him the property is
of little value. He visits It, and finds Morris, the manager, away. From Lafe
Connell, mill foreman, Askew learns his uncle has been systematically robbed.
He sees trouble on all sides. Nevertheless, he refuses to sell out and decides
to manage his property himself. Incidentally he catches sight of Seigneur
Kosny's beautiful daughter, the center of a rascally plot.
Ms

CHAPTER

II.

2

Lafe Connell Explains.
After breakfast the next morning
Hilary hired Monsieur Tremblay's
buggy and started out with Lafe, with
the Intention of covering a portion of
the limits and seeing the operations of
the Jobbers; he also meant to keep
his eyes open as to the nature of
the timber. '
The buggy surmounted a hill, and
another hill appeared In the distance.
Here and there, scattered along the
roadside, were solitary cabins, with
little patches of cultivated ground
about them.
"And on the right of the road is the
Ste. Marie territory?" asked Hilary,
"Yep, Mr. Askew.
The two runs
neck and neck back Into thera moun
tains. We turn off presently. We haven't
touched this district yet."
spruce
Hilary noted the'
along the banks. "Why don't we cut
this, anyway, if the rest is mainly
fir?" he asked. "There's enough lumber here to fill our dam Instead of
the Ste. Marie company's logs."
Lafe answered volubly, but .did not
meet Hilary's eyes.
"You see, Mr. Askew," he began to
explain, "it's this way.
There's a
good deal of fir on our property, and
what pine and spruce there Is Is smallish. There was a big fire over this
district fifteen years or so ago. Now
Mr. Morris calculates that If we go
slow for a while and give the trees a
chance to grow, they'll be worth twice
as much In a few years. We're developing
the property slowly, Mr.
first-growt- h

Askew

"

Hilary's hand fell on Lafe's shoulder. "Connell," he said, "I brought
you Bp here with me to learn the truth
from you. You're going to sign on
again on October first, and It's me
you're going to sign with, not Mr.
Morris. Now tell me the facts about
'
all this."
Lafe stammered and hung his head
like a schoolboy caught In wrongdoing. But Hliary's .hand was gripping his shoulder, and at last Lafe
raised his head and looked straight
at Hilary.
"If I thought you'd stick here," he
said, "I guess I'd back you to the limBut you'll never stand for St.
it.
Boniface, Mr. Askew. They're so Infernally slow here, they ain't got human ways, sir. And they're crooked.
I thought, when I heard you was coming, you'd be like Mr. Morris I mean,
wise to the game but you ain't. I
guess most business Is crooked everywhere, but here It's crooked all
through. You'll be selling out to Mr.
Broussean in a month's time, and
that'll be my finish."
"You're dead wrong, Connell," answered Hilary. "I like the looks of
this country, and I'm here to stay.
Now suppose you forget about Mr.
Brousseau for a while and consider
yourself to be what you are, my paid
employee. And you can count on my
standing by you."
He held his hand out. For a moment Lafe Connell's keen gray eyes
met his searching inquiry; then he
took Hilary's hand and wrung it
"
"I believe you mean What you say,
Mr. Askew," he returned. "And you
can reckon on me so far as my duty

game was to freeze out your uncle
and get the property for a song,
That's how It stands. Here we turn
off Into Mr. Leblanc's lease."
"Who's he?"
"Your chief Jobber," said Lafe.
The buggy turned off through the
forest along a new road. Here was
some splendid timber, black and white
spruce and tall white pine. The sound
of axes began to be audible, and presently they reached a clearing, In which
a number of frame shacks were under
construction. Superintending the work
was a tall, rather fair man of about
forty years, with a cast In one eye;
and with him was a short, thickset
man of great muscular power. The
two looked up as the buggy ap
proached, and the short man scowled.
"This is Mr. Leblanc," said Lafe.
"Mr. Leblanc, this is Mr. Askew, the
owner."

Leblanc put out his hand limply, but
by his manner, did not
take it
"Mr. Leblanc Is clearing a camp for
his next year's lease," continued Lafe.
"But the lease Is not signed?" asked
Hilary.
"It will be signed In October," an
swered Leblanc. "I have arrange
with Monsieur Morris."
"You'll make your arrangements
with me In future," said Hilary. "If
the price is satisfactory, you can have
this tract."
Leblanc stared at him Insolently
with his good eye, the other fixing a
tree on Hilary's right. "I work for
Mr. Morris. I make arrange with him,"
he answered.
"See here, Leblanc, you didn't catch
who this gentleman Is," said Lafe.
"This is Mr. Askew, the nephew of
the late Mr. Askew. He has come into
the property. He's boss. You get me,
don't you, Leblanc?"
Leblanc shrugged his shoulders.
"Oh, yes, I understand," he answered,
and, turning without another word,
walked back toward the lumbermen,
accompanied by the short man, who
was chuckling maliciously at Hilary's

nilary, nettled

discomfiture.
Hilary flushed, but Lafe laid his
hand on his wrist, closing the fingers
about It with a viselike grip.
"Steady, Mr. Askew. Don't let those
fellows get you riled," he said. "If
you're coming Into this game it means
steady work. You've got to hold back
and hold back, until you've got things

ready."
They
the buggy and, turn'
ing the horse, drove back.
Presently Hilary cooled down. "Who
was the little man?" he asked.
"That's Pierre somethlng-or-otheBlack Pierre, he's called. He's Brous-seau'- s
chief crook. He's a troublesome man, Mr. Hilary. Hell bear
watching."
"We'll Are him first thing," said Hil
ary.
"Why, he ain't hired by us," an
swered Lafe.
"Then what in thunder is he doing
on my concession, talking to my chief
Jobber?"
"Well, there ain't no law against
It," said Lafe, with a humorous look
on his face. "I guess them two are
pretty thick together.
"You see, Mr. Askew, it's this way,"
he went on. "If you're going to clear
up this mess, It ain't a bit of good
goes.
going for tho little fellows. They're
"I suppose that tale ábout the RosBrousseau wags. Once
ny seigniory being nothing but fir Is the tail that
you get Brousseau's hand out of your
a He, Connell 7" asked Hilary pres- pie,
the others follow him. When
ently, as the pony ambled through a
sees there ain't no more pickPierre
valley overgrown with red 'pine.ings out of the St. Boniface land he'll
"Mostly," said Lafé.' "There is á go back to the smuggling business."
deal of fir, but there's enough spruce
"
and pine to make the concession pay,
"Why, he's the bad man of Ste. MaIf Mr. Morris, wanted, it to."
rie. He runs cargoes of gin and brandy
"So Morris has been playing double?" ashore from the south coast, and
Lafe nodded. "You see, Mr. Askew, there's never been a revenue officer In
it's this way," he said, "When Morris this district within human memory, nor
;ame up here I believe he meant to would one dare to show his face here.
run straight But he'd been a lumber Say, I'll take you through Ste. Marie
man In a small way up In Ontario, and on the way back to the mill I"
he- - wasn't wise to the game as It's
They had reached the main road
played here. Here It's graft, and It's again ; they went on a little way and
So when then turned westward over a rough
never been nothing else.
Morris found your uncle didn't know track through a burned-ove- r
district
nothing about the business, and left densely covered with flreweed and
It In his hands, he naturally fell for white starved asters. Soon another
the game Brousseau was playing.
rig appeared before them, topping the
"Brousseau is the big man up here, hill. Lafe pulled In as it approached.
and he'd had his eye on the Rosny
"Bonjour, Father Lucy," he called
seigniory for a long time. He wanted to the elderly priest, who sat Inside.
to buy, but Rosny was sore on him, "This gentleman Is Mr. Askew, the new
and he closed the deal with your uncle owner of the Rosny concession. He's
Instead. But afterward Brousseau got old Mr. Askew's nephew."
the mortgage on the Chateau and the
The cure looked Hilary over, then
little bit of land round it, to keep hold he leaned forward and extended his
on Uosny.
hand, which Hilary grasped.
"Well, the Bosny seigniory Is the
"I am please to meet you, Mr. Asup this way. Be- kew," he said. "I 'ope we shall beonly piece of free-holyond it's government land, and all come frlens, like Mr. Lafe here, an not
rounf It's government land. Brous- quarrel so much."
seau started In to squeeze your uncle
"Ah, Father Lucy, you make me tired
out. And Morris went with him. He sometimes," said Lafe. "What In thunplayed double as you were saying, der's the use of praying for rain when
Mr- - Askew.
The point of the whole the forests are burning, instead of
r.

getting busy and putting out the fire?'
"Mr. Lafe, there Is many thing you
do not understand," said the cure, pat
ting' the Yankee on the shoulder be
nevolently. "Mr. Lafe is fine fellow,"
he addefl to Hilary, "but he want to go
too quirk all the time."
It was evident to Hilary that the
two were fast friends. Father Luden
clucked to his pony, took off his hat
with a flourish, and resumed his Jour

"He says he's got to have Mr. Morris' orders," said Baptlste.
Lafe turned to Hilary, who took up
the conversation. "Ask him if he
doesn't understand what I am here
for," he suggested.
Dupont was Impregnable in his position. He had lumber from both concessions, and Mr. Morris was In charge
of both. What orders had been left
with reference to his freight?
ney.
Lafe was pleased and surprised at
"Father Lucy's a good sort," mut the way Hilary took It But Hilary
tered Lafe, "but he makes me tired had learned a good deal during that
sometimes.
Slow as the. devil, Mr, morning.
Askew. And yet, now I come to think
"That sounds reasonable," he said,
of It, he does get results In his own "Give him Mr. Mortis' orders, Connell,
time. He ain't equal to cleaning up whatever they are." And, when the
Ste. Marie, though."
mntter had been settled, he added
After a pause he added: "Some- "You were dead right, Connell. We've
times I've thought that Father Lucy got to settle with the big fellows first."
He dropped Lafe at the mill and
had something up his sleeve about Ste,
drove slowly homeward
across the
Marie after all."
An hour's drive brought them within bridge, thinking hard. There would
sight of the village. Ste. Marie was probably be no trouble with Leblanc
almost a replica of St. Boniface ex- after he had shown that he was mas
ternally, with the same shacks, clus ter. And Lafe would be a pillar of
tered about the brick offices of the strength. Hilary had instinctive faith
company.
Yankee.
in the
"I must get little Baptlste on our
"Not much to see now," said Lafe,
"But on pay night It's fierce, Mr. As side, too," he said aloud, as the buggy
kew. I guess this place is a real hell." topped the hill beyond the bridge ; and
"Rowdy, Connell, you mean?"
then he became aware of Madeleine
"I didn't mean that, Mr. Askew. It's Rosny upon her horse, at the end of
that, God knows ; but what I meant by the branch road, waiting for him to
hell was a place where everybody's pass.
Hilary felt uncertain and awkward.
a law to himself with nothing to restrain him. A place where everybody Ought he to raise his hat to her? A
does what he wants to do. That's my glance at her face showed him that
Idea of hell, sir,"
she was perfectly aware who he was,
,
The road wound along the shore. It showed him a firm chin, resolutely
Presently St. Boniface came Into set, two angry blue eyes, 'and flushed
sight. "I think I'll go Into the office, cheeks whose redness did not come
from hard riding.
Connell," said Hilary. . '
He decided to bow. But before he
"I guess you'll have to break it
open, then," said Lafe. "Mr. Morris did so the buggy had passed, leaving
a path; and Mademoiselle Madeleine,
took the keys with him."
her face averted, started her horse
"When's he coming back?"
"We were expecting him on the boat down the hill. Hilary Jerked the reins
angrily, and the pony set off at a gal
this afternoon."
Hilary considered for a moment 'Til lop for Monsieur Tremblay's stables,
wait till tomorrow then,"- he said. But before the final descent was
reached Hilary was laughing. Some
"Hello, Monsieur Baptlstel"
The little scaler and timekeeper was how the girl's hostility seemed to add
hurrying toward the buggy. "Mon- a zest to the game.
"I don't know that I'll be so very
sieur I" he gasped. "Monsieur Askew,
yesterday I did not know who you diplomatic with Brousseau after all,"
'
said Hilary, as be drew rein at the
were. Excuse 1"
"That's all right, Baptlste," an- stable entrance.
swered Hilary. "Just remember that
CHAPTER III.
I'm running things here now, that's
all. And, by the way, .that order about
Hilary Talks Business.
trespassers and visitors Is at an end.
Hilary was smoking on the porch
There's going to be nothing done here
that we'll be afraid of people finding the next morning, formulating his
plans, when he heard the bell on the
out. Got It?"
e
Baptlste evidently had side of the telephone box begin to
Then Monsieur
got it, for he looked almost terrified. ring clangorously.
He touched his hat and withdrew with Tremblay came out and made it clear
to Hilary that he was wanted.
a sort of shuffling bow.
It was Lafe Connell calling.
"You certainly do have the knack of
"Say, Mr. Askew," he said, Tm
putting things across, Mr. Askew," said
Lafe admiringly. "I guess you're ready 'phoning you from my boarding place.
to go back to the hotel. Walt. There's They came back yesterday afternoon;
old Dupont, the captain of the lumber the boat was. late; maybe you didn't
schooner. I guess you'll want to meet know. They've been
me and Baptlste all the morning.
him?"
Brousseau's Just left, and Morris has
"I suppose so," said Hilary.
Dupont came toward the rig, ac ordered the storekeeper's rig to drive
companied by the timekeeper. The over to you in an hour's time."
"Thanks, Connell," said Hilary. "I'm
captain was a tall old man of about
sixty years, with a gray beard, a much obliged. I'm coming over."
He reached the office Just In time
weather-beateface, and pale gray
eyes that seemed to burn with some to see Morris emerge toward a buggy
which was drawn up before the door.
Morris looked plainly disconcerted to
g
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Glance at Her Face Showed Him
She Wat Perfectly Aware Who
He Was.

That

see him.
He was an older man than Hilary
had expected to meet He seemed well
on the shady side of fifty. He had
elusive gray eyes, a prominent but
nose, and a heavy, thready
mustache. It was a type Hilary knew
intimately: The crooked business go- between.
"Mr. Morris, I think," he said, de
scending and tieing the pony to the
hitching post in front of the building.
Morris held out his hand, which Hil
ary took, with no great cordiality. "I
came back last night and heard you
were here, Mr. Askew," he said. "I
was Just coming over to see you." "I heard you were here," said Hil
ary. "I came to see you ana talk
things over."
Morris, recognizing the situation, ac
cepted It and turning back, pulled the
key out of his pocket and opened the
office door. Hilary sat down at the
desk nearest the window, from which
he could see the endless line of logs
ascending the cogged chain that drew
them into the mill flume.
Morris took a box of cigars from his
desk drawer and offered, it to Hilary,
who declined. Morris chose one and,
biting off the end, lit It. Hilary could
see that his hand trembled a little.
"Well, sir," he said, seating himself,
"this Is the last place In the world
where I should have expected to see
you. I have Just heard from Mr.
Lamartine that you intended to pay a
visit to Quebec, but that letter was
written Bonie days ago. You didn't

consuming fire. His look, as he turned
It on Hilary, was so searching, and so
Inscrutable, and so momentarily hostile, that Hilary felt uncomfortable.
There was a history behind that penetrating stare a history and a hate.
But after a moment's examination
of Hilary's face n film seemed to come
over the old man's eyes. Whatever
the reason for his strange gaze, Du see him?"
pont was satisfied. He stood by Lafe,
Two days before Hilary would have
e
and
translated.
Jumped at the bait, would have shown
"The captain says the sshooner's his resentment of the lie, declared hosfull," he said. "He want to start for tility, and given Morris his cue. Now
Quebec on tonight's tide."
he only smiled pleasantly.
"Tell him to speak to Mr. Askew
"Yes, I saw him," he answered. "He
here," answered Lafe. "Say that Mr. tried to dissuade me from coming up
Askew's in charge."
here, but I wanted to see the properThe timekeeper translated back into ty."
the French. A smile flickered upon
"If you had let me know," said MorDupont's face. He shook his head and ris, "I could have made arrangements.
You have come ii the slackest month
answered.
Jean-Baptlst-

of the year. . There Is very little to
show you. But I shall arrange to take
you all over the concession.
I suppose you'll be staying long enough to
do some fishing, Mr. Askew? There
are some fine trout lakes a few miles
to the north. We might make a day's
trip of it."
His sentences were not continuous,
There was a considerable pause after
each, long enough to allow Hilary to
reply.
If Hilary's silences had
aroused respect in the mind of Lamar
tine, they aroused positive fear in
that of Morris.
Hilary came to the point. "I have
come here to assume charge, Mr. Morris," he said. "Please let me see the
man and books."
Morris wiped his forehead wllh a
handkerchief which he took from bis
desk. "That's that's a sudden deci
sion, Mr. Askew," he said, trying to

"It isn't drawn to scale. You'll find
a rough plan of the leases among those
papers." He moved toward the door,
laid his hand on the handle, cleared
his throat and looked back.
"I have only to say that my yearly,
contract expires on October first,' he
said.
"If you wish to renew it I
shall expect adequate notice."
Hilary looked up from the books.
"You may regard It as terminating on
October first, then," he answered. "If
I wish to renew It I shall let yon
know when I have looked Into these.''
This time Morris' anger was quite
unfeigned. You can accept my' resignation now," he shouted. "Do you
think I am the man to accept dismissal
at the hands of a young American
greenhorn like you? Why, I've thrown
away thousands trying to develop this
rotten proposition of your uncle's, out
of friendship for him I And what do
you think you're going to make out of
the concession? You can't speak the
language, you can't get along with tha
people, you know nothing of Ue Canadian lumber business. You'll ie bankrupt Inside of six months and glad to
sell out for a song. That's all I have
to say to you, except that I'm resign- -

smile. '
"My decisions are always sudden."
Morris laid one finger upon the edge
of the desk. "Of course I know noth
ing of your affairs or circumstances,
Mr. Askew," he said, with a tone of
aggrlevement, "but if you Intend to
take charge Immediately, In this Ira
pulslve way, that means that I must
step out The concession is not a pay
ing proposition, as you' are probably
aware, but your uncle was satisfied
with my management"

"I have not expressed dissatisfac
tion yet," answered Hilary. "Please
let me see "
"My suggestion," interrupted Mor
ris, "is merely that you hold over your
decision until we can go into the
books together. Frankly, if I were
you I should try to sell. It was my
advice to your uncle, but he was a lit
tle obstinate about confessing to an
error In Judgment, Mr. Askew."
"Before I see the books," said HI1
ary, "I have a question to ask you.
Are you not associated with the Ste.
"And If You Say I'm Discharged I II
Marie company?"
Sue You for Libel in the Quebeo
again,
wiped
Morris
his forehead
Courts."
He hated directness as much as Lam
artine. "I certainly am," he said, ing and not discharged, and if you say
I'm discharged I'll sue you for libel In
"Another question. How do you the Quebec courts."
reconcile that with your duties as manHe opened the door, but Hllarj
ager of my concession?"
called to him. "One moment, Dir. Mor"Now, my dear sir," protested Mor ris," he said.
ris, raising his finger, "if that Is your
Morris turned and looked at him ungrievance it is an unjustifiable one.
certainly. He was ready to accept any
There is nothing in my duties here in extension of the olive branch.
compatible with my having other In
"Take your cigars," said Hilary,
terests. I think you will find that I
opening the drawer and bringing out
have not neglected my obligations to
your late uncle. As for the Ste. Marie the box.
Mr. Morris turned puvpte, snorted,
company, the fact that It Is adjacent
makes it easy for me to devote a little then snatched up the box and made
time to it, so far as I can spare It his exit
Apparently he wished to convey the
from my duty here. The two com
panies are not In conflict, Mr. Askew Impression of a furious quarrel with
Quite the contrary. What helps one, a less humiliating ending, for Hilary
heard him shouting angrily outside.
helps the other."
"Quite so," said Hilary. "I don't dls Through the window he saw Jean
pute that you have had a right to en Baptlste come running up to him.
gage In other interests. But how about There came, later, the confused sound
of many voices In consultation. But
their use of our mill?"

"but"

"At a sum, Mr. Askew, which makes
quite a little showing on the credit side
of our ledgers.
We can't afford to
throw money away, and our cuttings
are not large enough for the one to
interfere with the other."
"You mean the timber is bad."
"Damn bad," said Morris. "Gummy
fir, Mr. Askew.
What little spruce
there is I've been holding to make a
show in case we decide to sell."
"That sounds plausible," said Hil
ary ; and then he shot his bolt. "Why
does the Ste. Marie company wish to
purchase this gummy fir of ours?" he
asked.
Morris rose up, trembling with anger
that was only half feigned.
"I see you have suspicions of my
good faith, Mr. Askew," he said indig
nantly. "That Is the only possible interpretation I can put upon your ques
tion."
"If you will answer It, we can Inter

pret it together later."
"I am not prepared to answer it off
hand. Many companies would like to
get our property. The Ste. Marie
company may or may not have that In
tention.
I should no more think of
disclosing the Ste. Marie's plans to
you than I should think of disclosing
your plans to the Ste. Marie."
"May I have the books and map of
the seigniory limits and leased tracts,
Mr. Morris?" asked Hilary.
"If you think my services are worth
less I have no desire to retain my position here"
Hilary rose, crossed to Morris desk,
and tapped the roll top. "I suppose
you do not refuse to produce them?"
.

Hilary turned his attention to the

books.

The deficit for the half-yea- r
had
been eight thousand dollars. That
much Lamartlne's papers had shown,
and Hilary could find no fault with the
statement It was, of course, Impos

sible to arrive at any discovery with
out experience of the practical working of the concession, and Hilary
quickly realized that little was to bo
obtained by" a prolonged scrutiny.
There was, however, a considerable
expenditure for provisions at the Ste.
Marie company's store, which he assumed to be the store on the property,
In view of an item on the credit, side
for the lease of a building. There, at
any rate, Morris' dishonesty was manifest. Hilary closed the books. Ho
would discharge no man for Insolence,
but he felt that Morris was entitled to
no more than his salary until October.
Having closed the desk, he looked
about the office. A door led into an
y
extension of the
building.
He found that the key to the otltea
door fitted this, and, opening It entered a very comfortable little living
room, with a small kitchen at the
back. A stairway at the back of the
house, built on the outside, evidently
led Into the bedrooms. He decided to
take over Morris' quarters for his per
sonal use.
He had Just returned Into the offlcfl
and put on his hat preparatory td
leaving when there came a tap at the
door. The frightened face of Jean-MarBaptlste looked In.
"Monsieur Morris has raised h
.
said the scaler.
"How's that?"
"Everybody Is discharged every
body what works for the St. Boniface
company.
Only the Ste. Marie men
stay. They are very angry. They say
they qould have got work on the south
shore for winter, but now too late
two-stor-

ie

he asked.
Morris took a key from his waist
coat pocket with fingers that could
hardly find It He Inserted It after
two failures, snapped back the lock,
and threw the top up, revealing the
books heaped together, as if they had
Just been under examination.
"Go maybe."
'Go and tell the hands nobody is
through them by all means, If you
yet," answered Hilary.
think you've been swindled," he cried. discharged
-He flung another key on the desk.
uant you get it through your head
"This is the key to the office," he said. that I'm In charge here?"
"The other desk contains my private
papers."
"The map, Mr. Morris?"
How
an
American
"The seigniory is bounded on the
meets
trouble half way.
west by the Rocky river. It is a
thoustraight concession of eighty-fiv- e
(TO BU CONTINUED.)
sand, five hundred odd arpents, with
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flavors like the
pyramids of Egypt?

Because they are
long-lastin- g.

Th Parisian theaters are beginning to
h
n exnreaslon of the late fashions,
both from the standpoint of the art
ist anneorine on the stage ana me
audience which gathers nightly to witness the new plays, writes a Paris
A premier,
fashion corresDondent.
or first nieht. in Paris always brings
a fashionable crowd. When Ventura
made her debut in a new role in ia
Voile Dechlre" she wore a charming
dress made by Jenny, one which has
also been chosen by small Parlsiennes

Sleeves That Flare; Pantaloon

Cuffs.

Two charming robes of this charac
ter, one for afternoon and one for eve-Ing wear, have been big successes;
In private life.
Th dress of belee brown chinon, both are developed in black satin and
beads
with a hooping tunic which extends the embroideries are In ruby-réacross the sides and front only, leaving the back very flat, according to a
certain phase of the newest fashions.
The tunic owes Its- buoyancy to tne
bands of sable which pnss in seven
rows around It. The bodice Is in
simple, slightly Moused form, with kimono sleeves which turn back In deep
cuffs Just below the elbow, but, re
maining transparent, reveal the grace
ful lines of the arms. A band or sa
neck
ble passes around the half-loat the back and outlines a sort of vest
at the front. A slight touch of color
Is given through the girdle of copper
rose and the addition of tassels of this
same burnished color down the front.
d

It helps appetite and digestion,
deeps teeth clean and breath
sweet allays thirst.
CHEW. IT AFTER EUERY

Sealed Tight-Kept. Right

Brlaand Met His Match.
A certain Enellsh financial Journal
which had a short life, published in
Part of the Ritual of Purification That one of its issues a most scathing but
Has Survived In Scotland Until
at the same time nonactlonable and
Recently.
amuslne stricture on a member of the
stock exchange who had a somewhat
d
Is
Are
needflre
custom,
folk
In
shady reputation. The subject of the
wood
by friction of two sticks of
name, for spring.
stricture had" a
or of a rope on a wooden stake to which we will call
Russian Dress In Redingote Style.
ward off demons of disease. Among the and the paragraph about him was as
Thanks to Lanvln's system of organ
many customs and beliefs connected
follows :
Ized effect this house always launches
ltli Are one of the most Important Is
"We understand that Mr. Jones
that of ritual purification. The new Smithson has been spending his holl exclusive new materials as well as new
embroideries. It Is said that her or
Are
regenerate,
as
Are is supposed to
days among the Italian lakes. Last ders are often placed three years in
sacrifice is "designed to sustain, the
week he was attacked by a brigand, advance of her needs and are of suffi
Invisible beings. Needfire Is a pracand in the course of the encounter the cient size on certain specialties to
to
peoples
tice, usually, of shepherd
brigand lost his watch and chain.
make it worth while for the Frenen
ward off disease from the flocks. In
manufacturer to give It to no other
kindling
sparks
for
the
times
historic
housedurlng the lifetime of the vogue,
Another Matter.
the needfire were obtained by twirling
With pride In her face, Mrs. Styles
The oriental touch is not lacKing
a wooden peg around a wooden post.
husband.
need-Ar- e
In
her
faced
Lanvln's new spring line, for she
fire,
new
of
the
case
In
the
As
Im
new
hat
you
this
think
"Don't
lust brought out two wonderful
has
accompanied
always
was almost
models with cuff trousers.. This may
with the, extinguishing of the fires of nroves mv looks, dear?"
"I suppose so," grunted the man,
the locality, and the neighbors also
surlily.
In
the
as
from
it
rekindled their fires
"But what makes you look so cross
In practice, the
new fire ceremony.
woman, anxiously
people passed, or the herds were driv- dear?" asked the
thinking
of
the bill for that
"I'm
of
fiames
the
between
or
en through
the needflre for purification. The need- - hat," retorted Mr. Styles. "You can't
my looks,
Are custpm survived In the highlands expect that to improve
Answers.
London
ana
recent
date,
of Scotlanl until
probably traces of this superstition
Never Thouaht of That
still exist in parts of Europe.
A lover of the cranberry 'says it is
we had
Use a penny for rubbing mud from a fine antiscorbutic. Now,
Ga
clothing. It provides an edge that is never thought of that. Arkansas
zette.
not too sharp.
OLD FOLK CUSTOM

t.

MY BACK!

kln-flle-

.

Find Out!
upsetting your

stomach or nerves, don't let the mat-

by Postum Cereal Co., Battle Creek,, Mich.

Gown of
Encircled

Beige

With

and silver threads. The afternoon
dress is In the chemise type and passes
over the head. Like many other Lan
vln models, it is arranged to button
high about the throat with a straight
collar band, or to be worn open in a
The sleeves and the
deep V point.
pantaloon cuffs are the strikingly new
features. The former are la bell
shnne with massed embroidery cover
ing almost their entire length. , The
bell flare Is about eight Inches wide
at the bottom, the sleeve Itself being a
length. The dress
good
eirdles In blouse effect at a normal
wnlKtllne. the belt being also richly
embroidered, and there are two slender
pendent panels on each side of the
To the hem
skirt, also embroidered.
are attached the pantaloon cuffs, which
are brilliantly embroidered.
The evening dress, also In black
satin, Is embroidered In exactly the
same colors, red and silver of very
elnhorate and extensive pattern. Al
most the whole front of the skirt has
an npron pattern of the embroidery.
The pantaloon cuffs are embroidered.
style,
The hodlce Is In
slightly square neck at the back and
very deep surplice V point tx tne
front. It shows elaborate embroideries
at the front outlining the crossing
decolletage. The very short sleeves, per
linos five Inches long, are entirely cov
ered with embroidery and there Is an
three-quarte-

sash.
Is an Adornment

The newest of them, like
the French shoes, are clumsy and
stubby in appearance. Brown Is the
fashionable color. The novelty In um
brellas is the clublike stick, most elaborately ornamented through , wood,
Ivory and tortoise shell carvings and
other forms of decoration.
These umbrellas have made their
flrst appearances through exclusive
shons. as well as the Paris dress
Therefore, many of the demakers.
signs are exclusive to the individual
house selling them. Among the most
notable are the carved Ivory handles
which are at least three Inches wide
nnd from one and a half to two Inches
On these handles graceful
thick.
Egyptian figures, are cut, the sllhou
etted figures being In Ivory with a
A
of celestial blue.
background
handsome one has a handle of brown
wood carved to imitate the joints of
The tips, ferrule and ornabamboo.
ments on the fiandle are carved coral ;
the silk cover Is brown to match
the wood.
adornments.

a snappy, invigorating table beverage

"There's a Reason"

Chiffon.
Brown
Bands of Sable.

Dressmakers are showing great In
terest in" umbrellas as accessories to
their costumes. This Is the first time
that umbrellas have been considered

instant
PostiiM
made from wheat, with a bit of wholesome molasses. Postum has a delightful flavor, much like a high grade
coffee, but there are no coffee troubles
in Postum.

Another Charming

Umbrella

over for ten days to

Dress Worn at the French Theate- rd
Over
Pink Tulle
Cloth-of-Gol-

Foundation.
sound very funny, but It is just what
they are. There is a straight, slightly
draped skirt and below this are attached two rather stiff cuff bands
three or four Inches deeD and sum
rientlv laree for the feet to pass
through. These are sewn Inside the
hem of the skirt. The feet pass througn

PAIN

his wife but didn't.

AWAY

AsK for

HILL'S

X X

X

ftsffl

Ñn

XXii'

FIVE MILLION PEOPLE
USED IT LAST YEAR

liars

CASCARAL-MUINI-NE

Standard cold remedy for 20 years
in tablet form ate, sure, no
opiates oreaks up a com in 2
relieves grip la J day.
X X Hours
Money back if it fail. The
genuine box bas
Red
top witn Mr. MUIS
picture.
Mr
X X

nxx xx
mum
VN

x x

AltDw Slr

At

Sidmoss

Oat

It

"Did you have a Ane time on your
auto trip?
"Oh, yes. We ran into a lot of
country speed traps and it was noth'
ing but Ane." '

embroidered

ter run along. Find outl Change

RUB

Away With Small
Backache
Trial Bottle of Old "St
Jacobs Oil."

All of

d

Jones-Smlthso-

A married cynic's idea of. a wise guy
Is a fellow who had a chance to marry

When vour back is sore and lame
or lumbago, sciatica or rheumatism
hns von stiffened up. don't suffer I Get
a small trial bottle of old, honest "St.
Jacobs Oil" at any drug store, pour a
little In your hand and rub It right
on vour aching back, and by the time
you count fifty, the soreness and lameness Is gone.
Don't stay crippled! This soothing,
penetrating oil needs to be used only
once. It takes the pain right out and
ends the misery. It Is magical, yet
absolutely harmless and doesn't burn
the skin. .
Nothing else stops lumbago, sciatica,
backache or rheumatism so promptly.
It never disappoints! Adv.

k

,

Made

Cripple Almost Made Whole.
A man who had both arms cut off
between wrist and elbow Is able to
dress, shave, eat, do his work and
shake down his furnace by means of
artificial arms which have metal vyrist
plates. Various Implements, such as
brushes, razor, knife, fork, spoon and
pen, fit Into sockets In the wrist plates
and are held by a spring catch.

Rub

n

coffee is

His Prestige Gone.
"Rattlesnake Bill is strangely al
tered. What's the trouble?"
"Bill says if he had known what
was before him when he went Into the
movies he would have stuck to train
In
robbing nnd kept his
the old days no man ever talked to
him the way the disector, does and
lived to tell the tale." Birmingham

world-famou-

LUMBAGO

onenlne models.
She Is making much use of white
Knschft. Rodler's cashmere serge. In
with black satin for
combination
simple street dresses of the tailored
type, many of which show the black
pattern em
and white Moravian
broideries, plus the fine hand-rustitches In brilliant crimson. So tre
mendous has been the success of this
Pzecho-Slovaembroidery that Lan- launched
it last summer, was
who
vin,
practically forced to continue its use

A10

If you suspect

Neuralgia, Lumbago, Rheumatism, Neuritis, Joint Pains, and Pain generally.
Handy tin boxes of twelve tablets
cost but a few cents. Druggists also
Aspirin
sell larger "Bayer" packages.
is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture
of Monoacetlcacldester of SulleyllcaeldV

OUCH!

n

double-barrele-

"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin," marked tains proper directions to safely relieve
Colds, Headache, Toothache, Earache,.

with the safety "Bayer Cross," can be
taken without fear because you are
s
Aspirin,
getting the true,
prescribed by physicians for over 18
years.
'
Always buy an unbroken package of
"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" which con

cloth-of-gol- d

long-lastin-

NEEDFIRE

"Bayer Cross" on Aspirin like "Sterling" on silver.

and the skirt thus becomes a pantashould
loon. That these
not escape the attention of observers,
they are embroidered elaborately in
high colors exactly to match the em-- '
broidery pn the dress. A further striking note is added when the wearer
has slippers embroidered in exactly
the same pattern.

Tulle of Pink Over Gold Cloth.
Another theater dress, from Lan- vin, which Is proving very Interesting to private customers as well.
Is of pink tulle over a
There Is a hoop trame
foundation.
made of artificial flowers which passes
around the hlDS. holdinc the tulle out
with the fashionable bouffancy. This
effect Is further exaggerated by rose
ruchlngs of tulle, which girdle the
skirt twice between the hips and the
knees. Underneath, the gleaming gold
foundation skirt clings tightly to tne
fleure of the wearer. Thus the pink
tulle skirt forms only a hoopllke trans
parency and leaves the figure of the
wearer svelte and graceful.
Lanvln Is emphasizing blacK ana
white for spring and summer. This
in her
was evidenced
models. Drenared for the Itlvlera sea
son, and Is again apparent In spring

And WRIGLEY'S Is a beneficial
g
treat
as well as

NAME "BAYER" ON.
GENUINE .ASPIRIN

Style Show at
Paris Theaters

-

WuiU

mm

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Caused by
Acid-Sioma-

Gh

g
It people only realised the
power of an acid stomach of the many
klnda of sickness and misery it cauaea of
the Uvea It literally wrecks they would
guard against It as carefully as they do
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
against a deadly plague. Tou know In an
To half pint of water add 1 oz. Bay Rum, Instant the first symptoms of
distressing,
painful
of Indigestion;
small box of Barbo Compound, and
Eaina sour,
gassy stomach; belching; food
oz. of glycerine. Apply; to the hair twice a repeating;
etc. Whenever your
heartburn,
become)
week until it
the desired shade. stomach feels this way you should lose no
Any 'druggist can put this up or you can time In putting It to rights. If you don't,
consequences are almost sure to folhome
mix it at
at very little cost. It will serious
low, such as Intestinal fermentation,
auto
gradually darken streaked, faded gray hair, Intoxication, Impairment
of the entire nersystem,
biliousness,
vous
glossy,
headache,
cirrhosis
will
make
soft
and
and
harsh hair
ths liver; sometimes even catarrh of the.
It will not co'or the scalp, is not sticky or of
stomach and Intestinal ulcers and cancer.
greasy, and does not rub oil. Adv.
If you are not feeling right, see If it Isn't
that Is the cause of your 111
health. Take EATONIC. the wonderful modEconomy.
ern stomach remedy.
EATONIC Tablet
and surely relieve the pain, bloat
"Why fire you letting your children quickly
belching, and heartburn that Indicate
the stomach strong, clean
learn those classic dances? Don't you and sweet.Make
By keeping the stomach
think it is a foolish fad?"
condition so that you can get full
from your food, your general health
It saves shoe strength
"Not a bit of It.
steadily Improves. Results are marvelous I y
quick. Just try EATONIC and you will beleather."
the thousands who have-usets enthustastlo as say
they never dreamed
it and who
anything
bring
such marvelous relief.
could
How's
80
get
big
box of EATONIC
a
WV' ivu.w,u, ...iui an. faflA Af PHTflfTII
we oner
from your druggist today. If not satisfaci,
that cannot be cured by HAIAjB tory return It and he will refund your money.
CATARRH MEDICINE
n , m i iinn lftpnTCTWlP im tftlr
en internally and acts through the Blood

t

Thli?

......

On

the

MUCOUS

Bunnies ui

1110

"7,

ATONIC

dj.wiu.

Sold bv druggists for over forty years.
Price 75c. Testimonials free. Ohio.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,

( TOR

YOUR

PATENTS

Hapsburg.
Hapsburg, meaning "Owl's Castle,"
was a castle which stood In the canton
of Aargnu, Switzerland, the reputed
cradle of the Hapsburg dynasty.

Watson
Colm,
Lawrer.WulilugtoD,
Patent
I). C.

AdTloe ana book Ira
JKMawrlasSi

Batei reasonable. HlitbeiLralaranoM.

POSmVELV RIMOVID by Dr.
trarkla Ointment Your drusrflriat or bf
ur. . n. Mny
mut. dm, ftm
CO., 2W SUCMSM Avomm.

FRECKLES

do,

caf

,

BABY CHICKS Write for prices of extra
quality baby chicks, Reds, Rocks, Leghorns,
Wyandottes, Orpingtons. Live delivery guaranteed to all points Colorado, Wyoming. Ask
for free booklet on chick care. Denver Baby
Chick Company, Box 1323, Denver, Colorado,

Burnt sienna Is a paint manufactured from the natural earth obtained
near Sienna, Italy.

You Can't Cure Rheumatism
With Liniments and Lotions
of the germs that cause the disease. S. S. S. has no equal as a
blood cleanser, scores of sufferers
say thrt it has cleansed their
blood of Rheumatism, and removed all trace of the disease from
their system.
Get a bottle of S. S. S. at your
drug store and get on the right
If you want
treatment
advice, address
special medical
Medical Director, 49 Swift Labora?
tory, Atlanta, Ga.

If you are afflicted with Rheumatism, why waste time with liniments, lotions and other local applications that never did cure
Rheumatism, and never will?
Do not try to rub the pain away,
for you never will succeed. Try
the sensible plan of finding he
cause of the pain. Remove the
cause, and there can be no pain.
You will never be rid of Rheuma-tUuntil you cleanse your blood

y.

m

The Eight Way V
in all cases of

DISTEiWER, PINKEYE
INFLUENZA, COLDS, ETC.

i

of all horses, brood mares, colts
and' stallions Is to

SPOM THEF.I"
on the

SPCHTS

toneue or in the feed with
DISTEMPER

flOMPOUXD

f

Give the remedy to all of them. It acts 1
nn th hlnnd and irlanda. It routs the I
It
disease by expelling the germs.

they are "exposed." A few drops a day
prevent those exposed from contracting disease. Contains nothing injurious. Sold by druggists, harness deal60 cents
ers or by the manufacturers.
and $1.15 per bottle. AGENTS WANT

: a iJ

W.

ED.

SPOHTJ MEDICAL COMPANY,

GOSKEfj, IMD.

Church Directory

THE
Spanish-America-n
RtOISTKRÉU AUGUST t7.

Y. P.

Hit

Miss. LASKA GRAY
Mr. Rual Wade Sec'y.

IRVIN OGDEN. SR.
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

f"

SaWriptiM $2.08

Entered as

second-clas-

matter at the

s

postofflce in Roy, New Mexico

Blue Belle ware, Three coat enamel
iViko aluminum ware, 20 yr guarantee
Complete line m shelf hardware

New Perfection oil cook stoves,
Sharpleighs steel ranges and heaters

bred Duroc boars seven months
old. See Gray at Depot

Meets at the Christian Chureh,
Roy, N. M every Sunday even-in- ?
at 7.00 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

at the Christian Church.
Your presence is necessary.
Supt.
G. R. ABERNÁTHY.

Public Sale

CHRISTIAN

ROY

We will offer at public auction at
the S. F. Davis home 6 mi. N. 4
mi- S. of Roy and 7 mi. E. 3 S.
of Mills o- n-

Services 2d Sunday of eact
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM."
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.ÜU p. m.
Communion service at the rnorn
ing service.

-

HOUR DOLLAR WES

Fri. Mar. 12, '20
Sale to commence at 10 o'clock a. m.
sharp, the following property:

PLEASANT

13 head Horses

MILLS

0.

Coleman's

Paints and Varnishes, the well known

gas lamps

Quick-lit- e

Batteries, Cut

an terns, Flash lights.

Sherwin-William-

and

lery, Dazey churns, Diamond Edge food
choppers and Soapstone griddles.

MACHINERY

GOODS

SUNDAY SCHOOL .
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.

Rev. Fr.

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge,

BEFORE BUILDING, come in and look over our

mis to mention.

Tirniws cm RALE 12 Months time
without interest if paid when due; If
not paid when due to draw 1 per
pur- interest,
from date until paid:
fcv wj
Vil
or
note
bankable
giving
chaser
security. $10 and under cash;
sums over
mV o. .ontv discount on
10. No property to be removed until
Settled for.
ed

-

John

Herbert

&

Davis

Lunch, bring your rups

Dealers in all kinds of building materials
East side of Foster blk.

Money to Loan
Liberal Amounts,
no Commissions
Straight Rates.
Southwestern Realty Co.
3

photo-

te

LODGE DIRECTORY
A. F. & A. M.
ACACIA LODGE NO. 63
Meets 'na and 4 th Saturdays of month

T. E, MIHCHELL. W.M.

Irvin Ogden, Secy.
All Masons welcome.

ROBERTS & OLVEK.

Owner

COL. F. O. WHITE, Auctioneer.

Phone

up-to-da-

graphic plans, blue prints and specifications, for house, bungalow,
barn or garage, arid let us give you practical help ideas and sug- gestions that will save you money, time, trouble and worry.

w

u--

I.IO. O.'F.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday
.

Roy, N. M.

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

Alfred Davenport,
Wm. G.

Johnson,

N.G.
Sec'y.

Rebekah, Degree

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. 0. F. Hall
Mrs. Myra O. Derees. N. G
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Secy.

Mora, New Mexico
Complete Index to All Lands
and Town Property in Mora

Visiting Sisters welcome

onnty.
Wonderful Love.

Woman'
But Reluctantly.
Poets ore Iorri : free verse writers
are borne with. Boston Tmnscrlpt.

There

Is In

Thomas A. Whelan

the heart of woman such

a deep well of love
freeze it. Bulwer-Lytto-

that to

Albuquerque
Evening Herald

Marquise Wheat
Kersan Late Oat

TODAY'S NEWS TODAY
Well informed people want the

I have a registered MALE
Duroc-Jerse- y
e
PIG,
Recleaned SEED FOR SALE
guaranteed.
SALE;
FOR
GRUNIG,
BEN
t4 pd
ALSO
Big-Bon-

Published .every business day.
75 cent a month.
6 roos. in advance, $4.00.
1 year in advance, Í7.50.
INDEPENDENT AGGRESSIVE

Her-ai- d

fair
every day for its world-widand accurate news service.
It will be found invaluable In 13A
re
for its comprehensive, unprejudices
ports of the most important political
campaign in the nation's history.
Pay Your Herald Subscription
in Advance. Save the Difference
e,

Roy, N. M.

EVENING

REGISTERED HEREFORD
CATTLE
AND POLAND CHINA HOGS

New Cafe
Mrs Frank Seidel Proprieto
Clean Rooms for rent

r

W

-- IK

ro,

OLIVER CAVE

HERALD
Herald Building

New Mexico

umpii6o

S1.25 per bu. This,
is a
ground for, dairy r cows andw hogs,Will

r

La CUEVA, Nex Mex.

F.nrrineH '

"0
Casings, Auto Oils,
--

Deen-We-

r

ll

JOHN H. MOORE & CO.

Whelan & Palmer,

Lawyers

Roy, Solano and Mosquero

or S. E. Paxton,
See Henry Krabbenschmidt,
if you have wheat for sale
U. S.

Wheat Director License No. 028463H

Carload of Farm Im- plements, OLIVER,
& üMLKbUPJ, horse
and tractor Plows &
tandem Disc Harrows
Se;f-Oilin-

tumns.'

Wind-Mill-

g

'Stock-Tank-

s.

Baum Bro's Roy,

s

Well- -

N.1ML

Clayton, New.Mex.
Practice in State and Federal Courts and
U, S. Land Office
Photos
For farm views

see- L. E. Deubler

AUCTIONEER!
Farm Sales a specialty

WINONA FARM WAGONS,
PiiTvininofnor
X

RYE

La Cueva Farm
& Cattle Co.

We solict your patronage

Mail your check today to

vnp SATE.

Eugene Palmer

PEDIGREED

age can

'

AlbuQuerque,

wel-

come.

on 25,

ALBUQUERQUE

Pastor.

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

organ, Kitchen cabinet, cook
stove, sewing machine, dining
room table, 4 chairs; 1000 lbs
flouf 300 lbs meat and lard, can
fruit and other articles too numer

V

Fearn,

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W.' A. Dawn, Pastor.

1

...

W.

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Church.
Roy, N. M.

2 sets harness, 3 collars, 1 cane
topper, 1 wagon, 1 buggy, 1
cultivator, 2
cultivator,
plows, 1
Turning
sod plows, 2
2
row li3ter, 2
h rse planter,
shot gun
gauge
12
iBrater barrels,

V

11 00 a. m. 8PM.

BAPTIST

s
red cow 4
brand
1
5
yearlings,
yrs, 2 yrlg heifers,
janije for interior wood work and!
red cow 3 yrs,.l W.F. cow 3 yrs,
1 red heifer 2 yrs. 1 red cow 5 floor finish make3 old wood work new!
yrs, 1 W.F. cow 8 yrs.

HOITSF.HOLD

at

3rd Sunday

14 head Cattle

FARM

3,

p.m.

Jack, John Henry K, 1 Gray
mare 4 yrs, 1 bay mare 4 yrs, 1
brown horse 4 yrs. 1 sorrel mare
10 yrs, 1 bay mare 10 yrs, 1 yr.
colt, 1 yr horse colt, 1 mare and
colt 14 yrs. 1 mare and colt 11 yr
1 mare and colt 3 yrs, 1 black
horse 3 yrs, 1 brown horse 2 yrs.
1

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at

1

spotted cow 6 yrs,

President,

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meeta each Sunday at 10, A. M

FOR SALE: Three thorough-

1

C. E,

2

Col. F.O.

White

Offers the you benefit of his wide acquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

and

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
Notary work and otheJ necessities furnished if desired.

Real Estate

Insurance

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
office.
also made at Spanish-America- n

NOTICE
I am distributing poison for prairie
dogs and rodents on my farm, N'i
NW4 Sec.
All owners of
stock likely to stray upon; said land
are hereby warned that they may restrain them from Ganger therefrom.
.

WM. M. CARVER,
Roy, New Mexico

Crowa Were Whltr.7
Mythology has It the crow was
d
white but turned black through
betrayal of the secrets of the gods.
ere-nte-

S. C. White Leghorn Roosters,
Thorobreds, for sale.
F. A. ROY,

fv:i

Roy, New Mexico.

TMB 8PANI8H.AMFRICN.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

1WI
mm

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Mexico
Office at Clayton,
January 15, 1920.
January 21, 1E20.
Notice is hereby given that Ralpli
Notice is ht..- -. y í en that Alejan-dr- o
Maestas,. of Iby, Mora County, F. Thompson, of Solano, Mora Co.,

Col. George E. Cochrane,

AUCTIONEER

New Mexico, who, on December 26th,
1916, maíe Addl Homestead Entry,
NWK, SW4
No. 023448, for SW'
NEtf, SE4, Sec. 19, and NW',4
Section 20, Township 18 N.,
Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Fi-

Experienced
Farm Sales a specialty,
I know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent ClerK furnished if desire
take
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and i
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer1
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies
See me and get my terns and dates
before deciding about your sale. Dates made
n
office.
at the
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.
Spanish-America-

2)

F. P. HEIMANN.

East of

Roy

2t-p-

NW;

tention to make Final Three Year,
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 9th day of
March, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
John W. Church, C. M. Thompson,
Sanford Horton, John Beckman. ail
of Solano, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

d

test.

We have the
on hand

Crow 8cctIon of lh Amy CmISct
Fup! mixture coming from carburetor snd entering (mfler. B Fuel
Cr
Inivturc thoroughly guiñed and entering cylinder.
ihiiut contiug irvm
iyliodrr. I Exluuwt exit, fi Fuel latltt.

There's a Tractor in the Avery Line that is just the size you need. Avery Tractors are buil in
H. P. Avery Tractor that makes motor farming a success even on ten acre
six sizes. The little
H. P. to
H. P. There is
farms. Then there are five larger sizes of Avery Tractors from
no farm too big and none too small for an Avery Tractor.
0

6

.

40-8-

0

Why Avery Tractors Lead
The Avery Tractor is different from other tractors.

It has a perfected opposed motor, .with

re-

that turn kerosene into gas, and adjustable crankshaft boxes.
fan, belts, pumps, chains, or other such parts. It has a patented

newable inner cylinder walls, gasifiers

It has a round radiator, with

no

sliding frame which makes possible the simplest and most efficient belt and drawbar transmission
That is why there are
system built. That is why the Avery design has proved so successful.

Avery tractors which have been working in the hands of owners for many years and are still good
for many more years of hard work. The words "Avery Tractors" and "Motor Farming Success"
mean the same thing.
You should investigate what motor farming with Avery Tractcrs can do for you. Come in and
let us talk about the matter and look over the sample tractors we have on our display floor.

.

Buick Co.

South-Wester- n

713 Douglass St.

E. Las Vegas,

on Sept. 27, 1916, made Add'l Home-stea- d
Entry, No. 023183, for E SE',4
NE',4, Section 31, Twp. 20N.,
and E
Range 25E, N M P Meridian, has filad
notice of intention :o make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
Alexar.dro Gonzales, of Roy, New to the land above cescrlbed, before
Mexico, Noe Lucero, of Roy, New F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner at
Mexico, Juan B. Arguello, of Albert, his office at Roy, N. M., on the 6th
New Mexico, Jose E. Arguello, of Al- day of April, 1920.
bert, Nw Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE,
Antonio R. Lucero, Andras Ebell,
Registe, Leandro Martinez, R. R. Leach, all of
Roy, N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE,

A

A

1920, Model"K"s

S--

.

ck

i

Will Build Them

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
January 15, 1920.
MARES,
BIG
FOUR
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
and farm machinery. A. Baca, of Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico, who, on Augus, 8th, 1916, made
office.
Inquire at the
Homestead Entry, No. 022595, for
W
NWU, Section 20, Township 20
N., Range 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to mal:e
Final Three Year, Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on the 8th day of March, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:

thirty-minut-

B-ta-

'

Machine for Grain Inspector.
Groin Inspectors must know tho ex
Ret amount of moisture In specimen
WANTED,
submitted and n machine hus been
made to determine this In a
e
with harness

'FOR SALE Two bred sows and
one Poland China boar
12 miles

SW,

SW,

nal Three Year, Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commission-- 1
er, at his office at Roy, New Mexico,
on the 12th day of March, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Dan Laumbach, of Roy, New Mexico, Florencio' Esquibel, , of Sabinoso,,
New Mexico, Francisco Esquibel, of
Sabinoso, New Mexico, Casimiro An.
drada, of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

are built

New Mexico, who, on May 29th, 1916,
made Homestead Entry, No. 022256,
for SEÍ4 SW4, Sec. 17,
Nfc
SW'A, and SE
Section 20,
Township 18 N., Range 27 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of us

NE,

BETTER Gars

When

NewMex.N?
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ffepartmeF.t of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

February

20, 1920

Notice it
given that Alfonzo C. de Baca, of Gallegos, New Mexi- -'
wi-on August 8, 1916, mada
Original Homestead Entry,
No.
02293, and on May 8, 1919, made Additional Homestead Entry No. 026249,
for Lot 1, SE'4 of NE',4 Section 4;
Lots 2, 3, 4, SWÍ4 of NE',4, SH of
NW,4 Section 3; Lot 1 and SE
of
Register NE14 of Section' 3, Township 17 N.,
Range 32 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Three Year Proof to establish claim
Department of thd intenoi U. S. Land to the land above described, before
A. A. Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at
Office at C'avton New Mexico
his office in Mosquero, N. M. on the
Janarv Id i?0.
April, 1920.
Notice is herav even that Jacinto ninth day
Claimant names as witnesses:
Galindre, of Mo.riero, N. M., who,
Encarnación Anaya, of Gallegos,
on April 13, 1918, made Homestead
Entry, serial, No. 023430, for lot 1, N. M., Eufracio Baca, of Gallegos,
2, 3, 4, Section 24, Township 18 N., N, M., Juan Luis Baca, of Gallegos,
Range 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has M. M., faustm Hernandez, of Gallefiled notice of intention to make three gos, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
year Proof, to establish claim to the
Register.
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner at Roy,
N. M., on the 8th day of March, 1920,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

c,

o

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
January 21," 1920.
Notice is hereby given that Ethel
L. Ladd, formerly Ethel L. Johann,
of Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico, who,
tí
on May 6th, 1918, made Homestead
Entry, No.,025915, for E'i SE4, Sec.
30, Stt NWU, and SWtt, Section
29, Township 19 N., Range 25 Jfi., N.
f in
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
tention to make Final Threo Year,
Proof, to establish claim to th land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his ofi.ee at
ay
Roy, New Mexico, on the 11th
of March, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. L. Smith. Juan I. Romero, Webb
Trinidad Sanchez, Juan Jose Chav. Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Kidd, Vicente Martinez, all of Roy, ez, Francisco Garcia, Florencio Gonza
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
New Mexico.
les, all of Mosquero, N. M.
February 20, 1920
PAZ VALVERDE,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Notice is hereby given that Charles
Register.
Registe. W. Farley, of Ry, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on January 6th, 1917,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
made Add'l Homestead Entry, No.
023786, for NWV4 NEV4, NE4 NW',4
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior
and W
NW14, Section 7, Township
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, "New
18 N., Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
January 15, 1920.
Mexico, January 28, 1920
has filed notice of intention to make
Notice is hereby given that Eusebio
Notice is hereby given that Rudolph Final Three Year Proof, to estab
J.
Juan
for
Managing
heir
Mon:no,
C. Grunig of Roy. Mora Co., N. M., lish claim to
the land above describe
Montano, of Albert, N. M., who, on who on January 6, 1917, made Add'l
ed, before F. H. Foster, U. S. ComOctober 19th, 1916; made Additional Homestead Entry No. 023787, for missioner, at his office'
at Roy, New
Hd. entry, for SE'4, Section 25, Town- SWU NWW, EM NWU. and NW4 Mexico, on the Ninth day
of April,
M.
N.
P.
E.,
29
Range
18
N.,
ship
Section 8, Twp. U3N., Range 1920.
NE,
or
intention 25E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no
Meridian, has filed notice
Claimant names as witnesses:
to make final three year Proof, to
tice of intention' to mar.e Final Three
Webb Kidd, Geo. H. Ray, Oscar
claim to the land above de- Year Proof to establish claim to
Kidd, A. I. Burleson, all of Koy, New
P.
U.
Willcox,
H.
W.
scribed, before
land above described, before F. H. Mexico.
Commissioner, at his office at lloy, Foster, U. S. Commissioner at his ofPAZ VALVERDE,
New Mexico, on the ICth day of fice at Roy, N. M., on the 7th day of
Register.
March, 1920.
April, 1920.
witnesses:
Claimant names as
Claimant names as witnesses:
Tiofilo Salazar, of David, N. M
culler, iuic PUBLICATION
A. I. Burleson. Webb Kidd, Geo.
Petrolino M. Trujillo, of David, N. M., H. Ray, Oscar Kidd. all of Rov. N.M.
Dttpanmtnt cf the Interior, U. S. Land
Jose Inez Montano, of David, N. M.,
PAZ VALVFr.
. ,yton. iew Mexico
vii-Juan T. Montana, of Albert, N. M.
Register
February 20, 1920
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
Notice is hereby given that Fran
NOTICE FOH PUBLICATION
cisco Romero, oí Albert, New Mexico,
Departme" o
' '
...v,
- r..,.w,k- - on laic
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Ó
entry, No. 023438, for the
r.omeftead
-;'- r,
.
QW1
W1L
tVilT' . tri'.
Department of the Interior, U. S. LanJ
Mexico
21 .N- New
Office at Clayton,
G.'Gambr el.íf
jlo-,
K M
28 E., N. M.
has
January 21, 1920.
who on Jan. 9. 1:1G. ma.., II
uNotice is hereby given that Juan Entrv
?nal
!vi?aukc
"f
'T'11""
S'
wmuu
Benito Arguello, of Roy, Mora Co., 25 Twp 20N T"-- r 2"7. "I M plL!"cc .lal 1 lwul'
to the land above described, before
New Mexico, who. on July 27, 1915, M.. has filed w.tir cf 'r,t':-i!i.icox, U. S. Commissioner,
made Homestead Entry, No. C22470, make Final Three Year Proof, ta r- -.. .
i : .
xt .
r
NEU.
for S'é NW',4, Sec. 26, and S
n 0 " u
'
ela;m
to
,.
tb"
abnsh
ipti
,n
Rangi-2N.,
19
Township
'27,
Section
'"ribed. before F. T. Fiter. U f.. j
names as witnesses:
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no. Commissioner at his oTx
Pt F"..) Claimant
Leandro M. Gallegos, of Roy, New
tice of intention to make Fina' Threr K. M.. on 1he fith dav of Anri!. V.,V
Mexico, Luis de Herrera, of Albert,
Year, Proof, to establish claim ui the
Cla'mant namer .is 'vl"-.- :
New Mexico, Eduardo Sandoval, 01
land above described, before r H.
n.
Coldi-oW.
T.
N.
Coldircn.
F.
Foster, U. S. Ccmm'ssioner, ai his. Tdoi"-- . A. S. Hok:n:. al lof F." Albert, New Mexico, David Sandoval,
'tc
of Albert, Nevr Mexico.
office at Rov. New Mexico, on
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
eleventh day of March 1920.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Registe;-- .
Claimant names as witnesses:
Re;'..'
D. M. Martinez. V. C. Martines, J.
S. Lopez, Andres Orneloz, all of Roy,

ts

i

11

Mc-ic-

LIBERTY GARAGE

'E.

TpP

rt, -

ft.

"i
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, NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
A Canny Altruist.
Department of the Interior
Oldest Bell.
jn(j Tunklns thinks, everybody
The oldest bells In the United onght to own nn automobile so's he U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, February 20, 1920
States hang In the Spanish cathedral couid leave ils at home and ride with
Republication
They
Augustine,
are
Fla.
dated
St.
in
the neighbor. Washington Star.
Notice is hereby given that Nicolas
1C82.
Martinez, of Albert, N. M., who on
Dec. 18, 1914, made H. E. No. 019039
for Sft NWK, Sec. 13,
NE',4,
Section 14, Twp. 20N., Range 28E..
N M P Meridian, has filed notice of
Mexico.
intention to make three years proof New
PAZ VALVERDE,
to establish claim to i:ie land above
Register.
described, before Register and Receiv
The Roy Drug
Office
M.
S.
Clayton,
N.
U.
Land
er
at
M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
on the 5th day of April, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
of the Interior, Ü. S. Land
Frank Gonzales, Celso Martinez, Department
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Eduardo Martinez, Luis Gonzales, all
January 21, 1920.
of Albert, N. M.
Notice is hereby triven that Casimiro
PAZ VALVERDE,
of Roy, Mora County, New
Register Andrada,
Mpyíoo. who. on December 21st, 191C,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
made Homestead Entry, No. 023539,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land for W NWtf, NE JNW, see.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, ,
SW.
T. 17 N, R. 25 E. and SW
,
January 15, 1920.
Section 31, Ttwnship 18 N., Range 25
Notice is hereby given that Eugenio E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Drinks and Ices
All
B. Gallegos Jr.,of Gallegos, N.M., who of intention to make Final three xear,
on January 9, 1917, made Homestead Proof, to establish claim to the land
Entry, No. 02Í.838, for SE
AND SUPPLIES
of Sec above described, before F. H. Foster,
FILMS
EASTMAN
KODAKS AND
tion 6 and NE of Section 7, Town U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
ship 17 N., Range 32 E., N. M. P. Roy, New Mexico, on the 12th day of
Meridian, has filed notice of intension March, 1920.'
'

Fairview Pharmacy
Store
Pure Drugs and Chemicals

Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,

Popular

AND
PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES
OKEH RECORDS

News Stand; DAILY
a complete line of

PAPERS

MAGAZINES

Joflet Articles.

.Cilarsand Tareco

to make Final Three Year Proof to
Claimant, names as witnesses:
establish claim to the land above de
Estavan Cordova, Zacarías Ebel,
scribed, before A. A. Wynne, U. S. Manuel M. Cordova. Alejandro Maes
Commissioner, at his office at. Mos- tas, all of Roy, New Mexico.
quero, N. M., on the 9th day of March,
PAZ VALVUKU.,
Register.
1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Alfonzo C. DeBaca, of Gallegos, N.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
M., Eufracio Baca, of Gallegos, N. M.,
Department of the Interior
Faustm Hernandez, of Gallegos, N. U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico
M.. Paz Ortiz, of Gallegos, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Notice is hereby given that Frank
Registe, Aldies, of Roy, Mora Co., N. M., who

.

hí:

Money in the Bank
gives you a seling of security
enables you to take advantage of opportunity for
making more money
lifts you out of the
rut, makes you
,
a man

THE ROY TRUST
& SAVINGS BANK
JPROFITS,

CAPITAL .SURPLUS and UNDIVIDED
Over $49,000;00

THE

A British squadron, consisting of
five battleships and four torpedo destroyers under command of Admiral
Fremantle have arrived and anchored
OF FRESH
in the Bosphorus.
A sapphire eight Inches long and
weighing more than five pounds Is reTHE LATEST IMPORTANT DIS- ported to have been found at Mogok,
India, by a Burmese. Its value Is esti
PATCHES PUT INTO 8HORT,
mated at between 35,000 and 50,000.
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.
One hundred and ninety thousand
prisoners of war, Including 43,110 of
ficers, have been repatriated from
STORY OF THE WEEK French camps since Jan. 20, according
to an announcement from the French
war office.
Ignace PaderewskI, who recently re
OP
THE PROGRESS
SHOWING
signed as premier of Poland, will re
EVENTS IN OUR OWN AND
turn to America soon and resume his
FOREIGN LANDS.
musical tours, according to William
Hemphill, manager of Taderewskl's
ranch and other properties at Taso RoWeetern Newapaper Union News Bervlee.

Southwest

NEWS

New Mexico
and Arizona
Weatern Newapaper Union News Service.

Through the efforts of Rev. Hugh
Copper, active director of the Pres- hyterlan sanitarium at Albuquerque,
N. M., has secured an endowment of
(100,000 from eastern sources.
Governor Larrazolo's action In the
Gallup coal strike, holding the expenses of the mobilization of the
mounted police to $1,477.77, was com
mended In a resolution offered In the
New Mexico Senate.
One of the largest real estate deals
In recent history of Arizona was con
summated when Roy Sorrels, cattleman, purchased 40,000 acres of grazing land on the Baca Float for approximately $250,000.
Conditions among the Indians, gen
erally speaking, are about as bad as
those among the blacks of the Congo,
In the opinion of Rev. George Logle of
the Cook Bible school of Arizona, who
World
Addressed the Interchurch
Movement conference at Phoenix.
Miss Mary Dee Muir, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Muir of Lords-burN. M., has been chosen to act
ns snonsor for the steamer "City of
Lordsburg," which will be launched
at Mobile, Ala., the last of this month.
Miss Mulr's father is a wealthy ranchman.
Judge Raymond R. Ryan announces
that It will not be necessary to call a
grand Jury for the March terra of the
District Court for Grant county, N.
M. This is the first time in some
years that no grand Jury has been
called for a regular term of court and
speaks volumes for the Improvement
of conditions.
Thanks for calling the special ses-slbn of the Legislature and congratu
lations for the action of that body in
ratifying the national suffrage amend
ment were contained In a message re
ceived by Governor Campbell of Arl
zona from Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt,
nresldent of the National Woman
Suffrage Association.
Companies are expending over $200,- 000 in drilling operations in Roosevelt
county, N. M and many other drilling
contracts have been made In the same
field. The Mesa Oil Company, drilling

Lieutenant Brakpara of the Italian
Two men robbed the bank at Neces army established what was said to be
in
$13,000
town,
of
slty, Texas, an oil
a new world's record when he arrived
currency and were captured by an at Turin In an aeroplane. Brakpara's
armed posse at Breckenrldge, near machine, carrying four passengers, at
Cisco.
tained a maximum speed of 102 miles
Chester Brown and seven other al an hour.
leeed members of the Industrial Work
Forty-on- e
political and other organers of the World were found guilty by izations In Japan are planning a pa
a Jury in the Superior Court at bpo rade of 50,000 persons In Tokio on
kane on a charge of criminal syndlcal
March 1 In support of the universal
Ism.
according to
suffrage movement,
has
California
Governor Stephens of
Tokio advices to the HochI, a Japa
to
issued extradition papers to return
nese language newspaper at Honolulu
Illinois of Max Bedacht, under arrest
The Mexican government has or
In Oakland and wanted in Chicago on dered the release of the American
a charge of "attempting to overtnrow army aviators, G. L. Usher and M. L.
the government."
Wolff, held with their planes below
Stealing milk from babies is "beyond the border, the State Department has
the limit of human endurance," accord- been advised. The order said the avi
ing to a decision of Judge C. W. Hunt ators with their planes would be reat Lacrosse, Wis., in finding Melvln M. turned to the United States Immediate
Nutson, a dairyman, $50 for selling iy.
milk in short measure.
A Moscow wireless dispatch says
One woman was killed, six probably General Tolstoy's army, defeated at
inseriously
fatally Injured and twenty
Gurlev, In the government of Uralsk,
jured in an explosion at the Aluminum southeast Russia, has fled to the Cas
Products Company at Manitowoc, Wis. pian sea, retreating under terrible con
The explosion occurred when a tank ditions. The dispatch adds that 1,000
used to collect poisonous gases caught of the men lay down to dio In the wa
fire.
terless steppes beside their horses and
Two sailors were scalded to death camels, and that nothing remains of
and two others so badly burned it the white army.
was necessary to remove them to a
The Excelsior of Mexico City de
hospital when a steam pipe on the Clares that Dr. T. Takabatake, a Jap
burst
Kilty
United States destroyer
anese physician, for ten years a res!
while the vessel was on a speed run dent of Mexico City, has been arrested
near San Diego.
and taken to Salina Cruz where a Jap
Miss Florence Housel, 50, owner of anese warship awaited him.
The
the Huntington Hall School for Girls newspaper says "It was learned that
In South Pasadena, Calif., was shot and years ago the physician was inter
killed In her room by an unknown as- ested In the Korean independence
sailant, who then piled excelsior in the movement, and it is believed he is be
kitchen and set fire to the building. s ing taken back to Japan for trial and
Hou-sel'punishment."
The fire was discovered by Miss
father, aged 80, who extinguished GENERAL
the flames.
Memorial
certificates from the
seizure of opium
A
French government have been present
257
when
Francisco
San
was made at
ed at Philadelphia to the next of kin
tins of the drug, valued at $87,000, was of more than 2,000 soldiers who gave
taken off the Pacific Mall steamer Co their lives in the world war.
lumbia, which arrived Wednesday from
Whisky for medicinal purposes will
the Orient. The opium was concealed be placed on the federal fair price list
ceiling and the
between a
for Illinois along with butter, eggs,
deck In the steerage storeroom. No ar- flour and othei necessaries of life, It
rests have been made.
has been announced by Harry Mager,
The second trial of Frank A. McCor- collector pf Internal revenue.
mick at Marysvllle, Calif., accused of
New York will be shown by the 1920
the murder of Charles Brown, well-tcensus to be Indisputably the biggest
Superdo sheep raiser, has been set by
city In the world. Results of the cen
ior Judge E. P. McDanlel for March sus, which will be available In Wash
Judge Ington
29. Ball was fixed at $10,000.
about March 15, will, according
McTinnipl dismissed
the jury in the to census officials, give to the metrofirst trial after it had been deadlocked politan district of New York a popu
for many hours, six voting for acquit- latlon of 8,500,000, as compared to ao
tal and the other six holding out for estimated population of 7,500,000 foi
conviction on the charge of manslaugh the metropolitan district of Londonter.
an excess of 1,000,000 in favor of New

In

d

o

York.
Seven armed bandits entered the
postage for local or drop
of the United States
ben-atheadauarters
by
the
approved
been
letters has
postoffice committee, which incor- navy food supply bureau In New York,
porated the reduced postage amend- while Dr. Jonuthan C. Day and his
to
ment of Senators Dial of South Caro- seven assistants were preparing
preparatory to
lina and McKellar of Tennessee, Dem place $0,500 In a bag
ocrats, in the postoffice appropriation taking the day's receipts to a bank.
obeyed the command to
bill. Approximation of $1,400,000 for a The workers
transcontinental airplane mall route stand against the wall, and the Intrud
money and sped away In
from New York to San Francisco also ers took the
an
automobile.
was written Into the bill.
Ten persons were held for deporta
The Senate has adopted the Under
tion at Cleveland following a radical
wood resolution to create a commission
persons were
twenty-sito negotiate with Canada regarding raid in which
released
were
up.
Sixteen
rounded
modifications of embargoes on wood
large amount of radical literature wa

WASHINGTON
.One-cen-

t

x

pulp and print paper.
Investigation of Rear Admiral Sims'
charges that the United States navy
fully with tne ai
failed to
lies during the war will begin March 0
with the admiral as the first witness,
Chairman Hale of the inquiry commit
tee announced In Washington.
Attorney General Palmer has issued
a ruling that under the United States
constitution homes or places of busi
ness cannot be entered by government
agents for the purpose of search and
seizure of liquor, or making arrests
without the Issuance of warrants. t
Although there were general com
plaints of a sugar shortage In this
country last year, exports of the com
modlty during that time exceeded those
of the year before by more than 1,000,
000,000 pounds, according to Depart
ment of Commerce records. Exports
reached a total of 1,475,407,678 pounds,
compared with 407,290,324 pounds the
year before.
(
Repeal of the Overman act giving
the President power to transfer duties
of one government bureau to another,
has been proposed in a bill Introduced
by Representative Kraus, Republican
ot Indiana, who declared his purpose
was to withdraw "one of the Imper
ialistic arbitrary powers conferred
during the war to meet possible exigencies," but was not directed toward
the present administration.
Former Governor George W. P. Hunt
by
of Arizona hns been nominated
President Wilson to be minister to
Slam.

confiscated.
Chapel cars, each equipped with liv
irnr nuarters for a minister and his
family, and with Beating accommoda
tions for ninety persons, will be buill
for every railroad out of Chicago
money is available," according to an
announcement made by' the Northern
Baptists. Seven such cars already
are operating across the continent, the
announcement said, and 19,000 men and
women have professed conversion in
them, and 8,437 were baptized.
A pipe line to carry oil from the Kan
sas, Oklahoma and northern Texas
fields to Chicago, with a distributing
center at St. Louis, will be constructed
and In operation in the next twelv
months, two petroleum Journals an
nounced in Chicago. An organization
composed of Independent oil dealers
will construct the line at a cost of $25,
to the announce
000,000, according
ment. The pipe line, it was said, would
be the longest carrier of refined oils
In the world.
J. Ogdon Armour has invested an
additional $0,000,000 In the future ol
American youth. He hns set aside this
sum for the. expansion of Armour In
stitute, which has already far outtt
anui
grown Its original surrounuings
has' no room In which to spread at the
present location.
Excessive speculation In leather and
big profits reaped by the leather manufacturers are the principal causes foi
the high cost of slioes, according to the
report of the Massachusetts commission on the necessaries of life, made

...

public in Boston.

the extreme western part of this

country, Is upon a structure that looks
Operators are confident of
eood.
bringing in a good well.
Many millions of dollars will be
spent by Mexico for American agricultural machinery and implements In

g

zinc-line-

News

-

the next few years, as a result of the
second annual Nogales Chamber of
Commerce trade excursion on the
west coast of Mexico, according to
William T. Haley, secretary of the
Nogales Chamber of Commerce.
Hugh Ramsay and A. C. Heyman of
the Luna County, N. M., Farm Bu
reau are enthusiastic over the out
look for launching what is proposed
Exas the Luna County
change. A meeting was held at the
armory in Demlng, at which eighteen
persons were present and all but two
signified their willingness to go Into
store of some kind as
a
a means of lowering the cost of ne
cessities to the farmers.
Shipments of silver, gold and lead
.ore from the Tombstone district, both
by lessees and the Bunker Hill Com
pany, continue to average in the neigh
cars
borhood of 100 forty-tomonth, according to the cur report at
that point in Arizona. This shows that
the Tombstone district Is still num
bered among the producers even
though a big force of men is not at
work. With silver fit $L30 an ounce
this means a production of at leasl
$100,000 per month.
What was represented to be a won
derful machine for making money out
of ordinary blank paper and guaran
teed to stand even the test of a bank
examiner, caused the arrest at Phoenix of Nick Ferzln and Gus Argetukic
n

SALTS

or Bladder
Back Hurt
Bothers, Drink Lots of

N

BACK HURT
ALL THE TIME

CONTINUED

Water.
When your kidneys hurt and yonr
back feels sore, don't get scared and
proceed to load your stomach with a
lot of drugs that excite the kidneys
and Irritate the entire urinary tract.
Keep your kidneys clean like you keep
your bowels clean, by flushing them
with a mild, harmless salts which removes the body's urinous waste and

stimulates them to their normal activity. The function of the kidneys Is to
filter the blood. In' 24 hours they
strain from it 500 grains of acid and
waste, so we can readily understand
the vital Importance of keeping the
kidneys active.
Drink lots of water you can't drink
too much ; also get from any pharmacist about four ounces of Jad Salts;
take a tablespoonful in a glass of
water before breakfast each morning
for a few days and your kidneys will
net fine. This famous salts is made
from the acid of grapes and lemon
Juice, combined with Hthla, and has
been used for generations to clean
and stimulate clogged kidneys ; also to
neutralize the acids In urine so If no
longer Is a source of Irritation, thus
ending bladder weakness.
Jad Salts Is Inexpensive; cannot In
jure; makes a delightful effervescent
Hthla-watdrink which everyone
should take now and then to keep
their kidneys clean and active. Try
this, also keep up the water drinking,
and no doubt you will wonder what
became of your kidney trouble and
backache. Adv.
Arctic Advantage.
"An Eskimo will stay in his house
for months at a stretch."
"That's his luck," replied Mr.
Growcher. "It's too cold up there for
the landlord to travel around and
serve notice that the rent has been
raised."
BOSCHEE'S

SYRUP.

A cold Is probably the most com- mon of all disorders and when neglect
ed Is apt to be most dangerous. Sta
tistics show that more than three
times as many people died from Influenza last year, as were killed In

the greatest war the world has ever
e
years
known. For the last
Boschee's Syrup has been used for
coughs, bronchitis, colds, tnroat ir
ritation and especially lung troubles.
It gives the patient a good night's
rest, free from coughing, with easy
expectoration In the morning. Made
In America and used in the homes of
thousands of families all over the
civilized world. Sold everywhere. Adr.
fifty-thre-

Hia Occupation

Gone.

X That burglar client of yours
doesn't seem very grateful to you for
getting him acquitted.
Y He savs I nroved him so Innocent
that Ills pals daren't trust him with a
big Job.

London Answers.

Important to Mothers

TO

DISTRIBUTE

GOAL

all

trouble.

I throA

rparl

I was

with

these troubles and
doctors did me no

ACTION NECESSARY ON ACCOUNT
OF INADEQUATE FUEL
'
SUPPLY.

good. Your medicine helped my sister so she advised
I took
me to take
Lydia E. Pinkham's

it

Cpm-Vegetable
t.hAÍ.ívAP

Weatern Newapaper Union Newa Service.

March 1. Coincident
Washington,
with the signing of the railroad bill,
President Wilson issued executive orders providing for continuation of the
powers of the Fuel Administration,
but dividing them between the direc
tor general of railroads and a com
Director General
mission of, four.
Hines will retain Jurisdiction over domestic distribution while the commis
sion will handle bunker and export
coal mutters.
The commission will be composed of
A. W. Howe, Rembrandt Peale, F. M.
Whlttaker and J. F. Fisher. It will
function through the Tidewater Coal
Exchange, which is restored for that
purpose, having been suspended before the resignation of Dr. Garfield as
fuel administrator.
The order creating the commission
is effective until April 30, next.
The order said the action was taken
"because of the present emergency
and in order to Insure an adequate
supply and equitable distribution, and
to facilitate the movement, and to pre
vent locally or generally, scarcity of
coal." It directs specifically that the
order issued by the United States Fuel
Administration, Nov. 6, 1917, "relative
to tidewater transshipment of coal at
HamDton Roads, Baltimore, rhlladel
Dhla and New York, and for the em
ployment of and cooperation with tne
tidewater coal exchange, as a common
aeencv. to facilitate transshipment
and to reduce deluys In the use of
vessels,
coal cars and
suspended by Dr. Garfield Feb. 20
1919, be reinstated.
The commissioners named are au
thorized to "exercise the powers re
served bv the United States fuel ad
minlstrator. by said order of Nov. 0,
1917. and they are further, from ana
after 12:01 o'clock a.m. on March 1,
1920, vested with the authority now
vested in the director general of rail
roads relative to the éxport of coal
from the United States." .
The second order, Investing Mr,
Hlnes with the powers of fuel administrator, so far as domestic distribu
tion is concerned, said doubt had
arisen as to whether he could continue to exercise those powers after
the return of the railroads to private
control. A new order was therefore
executed, 'extending Mr. Hines' authority beyond the date of the return
g
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Head-Cold-

all the time, I was all run down, could
not eat anu uiy ueuu
bothered me,
caused by female
'

U. S. Will Seek Canadian Paper.
Washington.
The Senate passed
and sent to the House the Underwood
Joint resolution creating a commission
to treat with Canada for abrogation of
the restrictions on the export ol puip
wood and news print' paper. Senator
Underwood told the Senate some ac
Sowing Suspicion.
tion was Imperative, as the newspaper
Mrs. Young My husband says 1
nnhllshlne ndustry in the uniteu
am bis right hand.
StntPR "almost faced extinction" be
Her Mother I hope, my dear, he cause of
the dwindling newsprint sup
right
who
his
never
lets
Isn't a man
ply.
hand know what his left hand does.
Boston Transcript.
Aviator Gets Prize Money.
Melbourne. Capt. Ross Smith, win
ner of the commonwealth prize of 10,
NEW DRESS FOR OLD
DYES 000 for an airplane flight from Eng
DIAMOND

Women Can Put Bright, Rich Color In
Shabby, Faded Garments.

Vegetable Compound Removed
The Cause.

SION ON FUEL WITH HINES
AT HEAD.

-

WITH

PbkWs

Mrs. Hill Sayi Lydia E.
NEW COMMIS-

WILSON APPOINTS

carefully every bottle of
famnnn nlrl rpmedv
. '
o i mi, thati lAorrnDTi
for Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature of
Tn TToo fni Over 80 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

Don't worry about perfect results.
Use "Diamond Dyes," guaranteed to
give a new, rich, fadeless color to any
fabric, whether it be wool, silk, linen,
or mixed goods, dresses,
by city police after Investigation by cotton
stockings, skirts, children's
blouses,
federal authorities.
everything!
Following the close of the specla coats, feathers
Direction Book In package tells how
legislative session, governor Larrazolu
dye over any color. To
of New Mexico bus vetoed the bill re to diamond
any
material,
have dealer show
match
pealing the state Income tax law. Hi
Dye" Color Card. Adv,
has, however, signed the bill providing you "Diamond
for a commission to Investigate the
s
Comparative Values.
matter of a new law to report nexl
you think the starlight Is
"Don't
January to the governor.
so romantic?" "Yes, but moonshine
Electric light and power companlet is more substantial."
in Arizona need $5,000,000 for enlurg
ing their plants, according to a state
ment made to the Arizona Corpora STOP CATARRH! OPEN
tion Commission by representatives oi
NOSTRILS AND HEAD
public utility companies of the state
In conference with the commission, Says Cream Applied In Nostrils Re
The representatives expressed a de
s
at Once.
lieves
sire to work out a uniform agreemeni
on which to base applications for in
If your nostrils are clogged and
creasing rates of services, it being your head Is stuffed and you can't
stnted that present depreciation pro breathe freely because of a cold or
r
costs, are
visions, based on
catarrh. Just get a small bottle of
inadequate to meet upkeep require- Ely's Cream Balm at any drug store,
ments at present and probable future Apply a little of this fragrant, antiprices.
septic cream Into your nostrils and let
Miss Leah Harris of Amarillo, it penetrate through every air passage
Texas, has recently received appoint of your head, soothing and healing
ment as home demonstration agent foi the Inflamed, swollen mucous memColfax county, N. M., and has begun brane and you get instant relief.
her work in the office of the countj
A.h I How good it feels. Your nosagricultural agent in Raton. Miss trils are open, your head Is clear, no
Harris has been home demonstration more hawking, snuffling, blowing; no
agent in her home county In Texas foi more headache, dryness or struggling
the' past three years. She is spoken for breath. Ely's Cream Balm is Just
of as a young woman, of sound and what sufferers from head colds and
mature Judgment along lines of wom- catarrh need. It's a delight. Adv.
en's work and equipped both by traincould have
Forty commandments
ing and experience to help both the
county and the town women In theli been put Into the Mosaic law, but ten
were considered enough.
problems for home betterment.
pre-wa-

FUELADMItllSTRA-TIO-

If Your

From All Over

bles.

WESTERN

EXCITE YOUR
KIDNEYS, USE

DRUGS

FOREIGN

CONDENSATION

record-breakin-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

t;n. CMiU
..J
A

fni vnnt (rrAat. medicineo. You
may publish my letter and I will tell
everyone wnai your meaicinea um
Ppíht.TTiti. 418 Jacksboro
ma
St, Knoxville, Tennessee.
Hundreds of such letters expressing
fnr tha trnnA T.vHin ÍL Pink- nam's Vegetable Compound has accom- piisnea are consianuy ueiug receivcu,
the reliability of this grand old
remedy.
Tf vnn bfa fll At rtnf dmo olnrto And
continue to suffer day In and day out but
at once take Lydia E, Pinkham'a
Vegetable Compound, a woman's
remedy for woman's ills.

err:

Wretchedness
OF

Constipation
Can Be Quickly Overcome by
LITTLE
CARTER'S
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vege-

tableact
.
3

Bandits Kill Storekeeper.
Nogales. Ariz. Alexander Frasler,
American storekeeper and mining en
glneer, is dead, and his brother, J. A
Frasler, is in a critical condition as a
result of a battle with two Mexican
bandits who raided a general store
owned by the Frasler Brothers at Mon
tana Camp, thirty miles from here. J,
A. Frasler, who was shot through the
head, is said to have Identified one of
his assailants as a member of a band
of outlaws which lias terrorized the
,
border for many years.

3 PILLS

duty.

SmaC Pin Small Dose Small Price
DR. CARTER'S IRON PILLS, Nature's
great nerve and blood tonic for
Anemia, Rhenmatlsiat, Nervousness,
Sleeplessness and Female Weakness.
IcniM

ml kar titulars
The

Human

Dud.

While he was making his way about
his platoon one dark night a sergeant
heard the roar of a "G. I. Can" over
head, and dived into a shell hole. It
was already occupied by a private,
who was hit full in the wind by the
head. A moment's silence
a long, deep breath, and then:
"Good Lord, Is that you, Serge?"
"That's me."
"Thank heaven! I was Just wait
ing for you to explode." The Ameri
non-com-

can Legion Weekly.

-

Sure

Relief
6

Bell-an- s

Hot

water

Sure Relief
FOR

INDIGESTION

INTERESTED
IN TEXAS OIL?

ARE YOU

I can show you

hoxr to make

HIGHLY PROFITABLE

AND

INVESTMENTS

Write ma today (or Information without obligation on your part.
C. H. FKKAHIF.R
Ml Cotton Eich. BIiIk. Ft. Worth, Tex.

Shave With

Cuticura Soap
The New Way

h

The government's deportation machinery Is working at full
speed but quietly. Many reds are being exiled, but with as little advertis
ing as possible, it has been learned,
The dispatch of another "soviet ark" is
opposed by Secretary of Labor Wilson
because the notoriety It gives the reds
enables them to pose as martyrs and
results in agitation against deporta
tlons.

ITTLH

a

ache, dizzi
ness and indigestion. They do their

U. S.

Exiling Radicals.

sure- -

)
mm.
Sua genuy uu
the liver. Cor- rect biliousness, head-

Washington.

Washington.

m

''Mm

SAFE

Slovak forces.

rvMind
a.
- .end ww mF
V.
Pinlrhnm'a
JJ

T.trHia
M

fk.nlu

house.

Troops Leave Siberia
Arrival at Vladivostok
for embarkation of the last army de
tachments in Siberia was indicated in
a message from Major General Graves,
commanding, which suld the last de
infan
tachment of the Twenty-seventtry had reached that port, en route to
the Philippines. The regiment has been
on duty since the summer of 1918
guarding the trnnsslberinn railway and
assisting in the withdrawal of Czecho

IWCU

Sanative Wash and now I am well, can
eat neartuy ana worit. i jgivo yuuiuy

land to Australia, has received a
check for that sura at the Parliament

Last

.,maA

1110

Without Mug

MAN'S
BEST AGE
A man is as old as his organs ; he
can be as vigorous and healthy at
70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
performing their functions. Keep
your vital organs healthy with.

GOLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,,
liver, bladder and uric add troubles
since 1696; correct disordera; stimulates
vital organ. AU druggist, three size.
Look fot the Bam Cold Medal oa erary boa

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
t
m.

-

f

KtMtoras (Jotor an
two.
HIpcox

and 11.00 at arvefciniM.
.

V

k. PatchogTiff,

W.T.

HINDEÍ1COIINS Remora. Oora Oal.
louaea. ato., etopa all pain, enaurea comfort to tbel

fret, muliM v&iklntr ear. 16a. by mall or at Iro(M
(late, iilioox Cbetulou Work, fatcliotue,

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

THf
A
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GRANDFATHER'S STORY SUFFERED TEN YEARS
FÍ10L1 IÜDIGESTIO!

From $143 to a Competence in
Trouble
Three Years.

Gone; Appetite Strong,
Eats Anything without

F. J. Chamberlain'tells a story of his
efforts before moving to Canada In
1910 to make a living. It was hard
work. He had so many "ups and
downs" that he became dispirited before he learned of the success of former neighbors of his who were doing
wen up in Canada. He sold his hold
lngs for a song, and had a sale of what
effects he had. When he straightened
up with his storekeeper and nald a
few debts he found that he had $143
in cash, a good constitution, a wife
and five children. He had saved some
few things from the sale. These be
put Into a car with the effects of a
'
couple of others, who like him were
going to Canada.
He went Into the
Gem Colony In Alberta in 1910, bought
a piece of land aid commenced opera
lons. The money he placed In the
bank, and started one of his boys out
to earn enough money to supply the
table. The older boy used his wages
to oreak up the sod on the 100 acres.
But let Mr. Chamberlain tell the rest
of the story, which he has signed over
nis own signature. He says : "I rented
70 acres and hired it put into wheat.
tnrashed 23 wagon loads for my share.
We lived In the granary two years.
"The first of December, 1918, I laid
the concrete foundation for a twenty'
five hundred dollar house and completed It the last of January. I have
nine head of horses and mules, five
head of cattle, fifteen pieces of ma
chinery, seven outbuildings paid for
and half interest in a thrashing machine. Thlá Is an old grandfather's
stcry, as my
came with four
children from Idaho last March and
bought 320 acres C. P. K. irrigated
land and we helped him develop 200
acres of it. They can't say around
here, 'everybody works but father.' "
increased His Wealth Six Hundred
son-in-la-

Fold.

There are more stories of success'
In Western Canada.
There's that of

tlon, of ten years' standing. I had been
treated by the beat medical men In Mich
igan. When I commenced taking Milks
i.mulslon, I was In bed. I Improved so
fast that I kept the neighbors wondering.
1 am now up and working every day. My
cough la gone. My appetite Is great, and
I can eat anything without hurting me.
H. D. Lovelee. Rockford. Mich.
Indigestion is seldom cured by "help
ing" the stomach digest food. Digestives,
like phytic pills, usually make .slaves of
the stomach and bowels.
Milks Emulsion Is a pleasant, nutrl
tlve food and a corrective medicine. It re
stores healthy, natural bowel action, do.
Ing away with all need of pills and phys
Ice. It promotes appetite and quickly
puts the digestive organs In shape to
assimilate food. As a builder of flesh
and strength, Milks Emulsion Is strongly
recommended to those whom sickness has
weakened, and Is a powerful aid in re
slstlng and repairing the effects of wast
Ing diseases. Chronic stomach trouble
and constipation are promptly relieved.
usually In one day. It produces remark
able results In colds, coughs and bron
Chlal asthma.
This Is the only solid emulsion made.
and so palatable that it is eaten with a
spoon like Ice cream. Truly wonderful
for weak, sickly children.
No matter how severe your case, you
are urged to try Milks Emulsion under
this guarantee Take six bottles home
with you, use it according to directions
and If not satisfied with the results, your
money will be promptly refunded. Price
60c and Ji.20 per bottle. The Milks Emul
slon Co., Terre Haute. Ind. Sold by drug
gists everywhere. Adv.

Unnecessary Exposure.
It happened at an inspection In
France in the days before delousers
became widely patronized social cen
top had discovters. The eagle-eyeered a large, healthy cootie parading
up a private's blouse.
do you
"What the
mean by letting that thing stay there?"
d

g

he exploded.
The doughboy carefully picked the
animal off and tucked It Inside.
"Get in there, you little fool!" he
scolded. "Want to catch pneumonia?
The nome Sector.

ra

e

1

Real Sermon.
"That was a splendid sermon you
preached last week."
"Did you like it?"
"Very much.
It Impressed me

Cutlcura Soap for the Complexion.
Nothing better than Cutlcura Soap
daily and Ointment now and then as
needed to make the complexion clear,
scalp. clean and hands soft and white,
Add to this the fascinating, fragrant
Cutlcura Talcum and you have the
Cutlcura. Toilet Trio. Adv.
Nothing to, Prevent
Caudle Did the robbers escape?
Gable Oh, yes; easily! The offi
cers trailed them with bloodhounds.

HEED

SWAMP-BOO- T

Thousands of women have kidney and
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
Womens complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy
condition, tbey may cause the other organs to become diseased.
rain in the back, beadacne,' loss of am
bition, nervousness, are oílen times symp
toms of kidney trouble.
Don t delay starting treatment.
Dr.

greatly."
.
"That so?"
"Yes, actually. On Monday morn-tna physician's pre
because of what you had said I Kilmer's Swamp-Rooturned down a chance to make ten scription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overeóme
thousand dollars on a deal that might such
conditions.
not be considered exactly straight."
Get a medium or large size bottle im
.

,

g

t,

mediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish .first to teat this
No woman has entered the convent
preparation send ten cents to Dr.
of St. Caiherlne, on Mt Sinai, for preat
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
1,400
years.
more than
ample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
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Quite Fitting.
"now was the labor strike
defeated?"
"By capital management."

de--

A large diamond will win more
ladies .than a dozen faint hearts.

a
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j it
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"I had a case of catarrh and indices

WOMEN

i

:

fiv

three-quarter-

years.
"I think I am doing my old friends a
kindness In letting them know how
well I have done since I came here.
This Is certainly a country of opportunities. I have had no more good luck
than falls to the fortune of any ordinary person, and I am satisfied I could
never have done as well had I remained in the old home. I shall be
pleased at any time to give Information to old friends who care to write
me about my experiences' In this
country.
W. V. Bennett, Canadian government agent, Room 4, Bee Building,
Omaha, Neb., can give information concerning all districts in Western Canada, Advertisement

'....',..

1

nil

Distress.

Allan Nicholson of Hazelbridge, Manitoba. In speaking of It he says: !'I
shall never regret coming to Manitoba. I came here seventeen years ago,
LIFT OFF CORNS!
I think it was In the spring of 1903.
My old home was at Le Mars, Plym
outh county, Washington township,
Apply few drops then lift sore,
Iowa, where I had been farming for a
good many years. I had a farm of
touchy corns off with
248 acres, of which I owned 80 acres
fingers No pain!
and rented 100. When I left In 1903
I sold my equity in the farm for $75.00
per acre. The nearest station to my
place was Dnlton, and my old neigh
bors there will remember me very well.
"When I came to Canada I rented
s
of a section at South
Plympton, near Springfield. Manitoba.
After a year or two's experience at
renting I bought my present farm of
320 acres,' end am now engaged In
mixed farming. I have always had
good crops since I came here, and
some of them have been bumper
crops.
"If I went back to the United States
today I could take back $5.00 or $6.00
to every $1.00 that I brought Into
the country. My land today Is worth
from $75.00 to $85.00 an acre, and in
Doesn't hurt a bit I "Drop a little
addition to my grain growing I have
Freezone on an aching corn, Instantly
Permade a specialty of
dieron horses, purebred Shorthorn that corn stop9 hurting, then you lift
cattle and purebred Berkshire hogs, I it right out lee, magic
A tiny bottle of Freezone costs but
have had uniform good luck In connection with my stock, and today I a few cents at any drug store, but Is
would not sell my farm for a cent less sufficient to remove every hard corn,
soft corn, or corn between the toes,
than $30,000.
"The older settlers of Le Mar, Iowa, and the calluses, without soreness or
will remember me very well. I was Irritation.
greatly Impressed with the country
Freezone Is the sensational dis
when I made my first visit here In covery of a Cincinnati genius. It la
1903, and that impression has been wonderful.
Adv.
strengthened all the time I hare been
Where One Victim Was.
here.
Policeman (after the smash) Tou
"The climate agrees with us all. Before I came here my doctor's bills say the owner of this motorcar did
were something awful. I had no not run away after the collision? Then
sooner got one paid than I was due he Is above suspicion.
The Other Victim I know that, be
for another one. Since" we have been
Lon
in Manitoba $50.00 would pay all our cause he Is under the motorcar.
doctor's bills for the last seventeen don Answers.
high-grad-
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Nortonville, Kaaa.
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Al

down, weak and nmw
vous.
I took Dr.

Pierce'a Favorite

Prescription and it
brought me through
this critical period in
splendid health. I
have also taken the
Dr. Pierce's Golden
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"During middle life
became all run

Discovery

Medical

1

s as a blood tonic and
for the hver and
found it eaually aa
Rood, lam sJwavs fflftH to recommend Dr.
Keroe's medicine."
MRS. WM. OCKER.
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A Nervous Breakdown
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1 Celebration In Denmark over the return of Schleswlg-Holstei- n
after a separation of 50 years. 2 Wire entanglements and troops protecting the foreign embassies in Berlin. 3 CaptG. H. Williams, who will have charge
of the airplane to be used by the Cope expedition In exploring the regions about the south pole.

NEWS REVIEW OF
CURRENTEVENTS
Railway Reorganization Bill Is
Passed Despite Opposition
of Organized Labor.

COLBY

SUCCEED LANSING

TO

Selection of Former Bull Mooser Is a
Surprise Peace With Soviet Russia
Coming Nearer "Rum Rebellion"
In Northern Peninsula of
Michigan.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Organized labor lost Its fight against
the Cummlns-Escrailway bill, for
the conference report on the measure,
after being approved by the house, was
adopted In the senate by a vote of 47
to 18. The debate was unexpectedly
brief, the opposing senators confining
their remarks to explanations of their
vote. The result was made only the
more certain by the efforts of the
labor leaders to prevent passage of
the bill. Senators of both parties ex
h

pressed their resentment of the tactics
employed, and Myers of Montana made
an especially bitter attack on Gompers
and his allies and on those who would
cater to the labor vote.
The measure went at once to the
president, and so did the arguments
and appeals of the labor leaders. The
latter urged the president to veto the
bill, and then prepared an elaborate
brief presenting their side of the con
troversy. Their request for a veto was
seconded by the Farmers' National
council, though other farmers' organ!
zatlons approved the legislation. The
general belief was that Mr. Wilson
would sign the bill after It had been
passed on by Attorney General Palmer,
to whom he submitted It. The heads
of the railway brotherhoods and other
labor leaders were calm in their dis
cussions of the measure and expressed
the belief that there would be no general strike of the rail workers, though
they were confident of their power to
call a walkout that would tie up the
transportation systems of the entire
country. What they seem to want
most Is the creation of a tribunal on
which the workers and management
shall be represented, Independent of
the wage adjustment machinery provided by the bill. They believe the
men and their employers can come to
agreements without the intervention of
the public.

With the roads going back to the
owners on March 1, the government's
statistical experts spent the week In
estimating the advances in freight
rates and possibly passenger fares necessary to put the railways on a sound
footing.
Opponents of the bill said
the public, through Increased rates,
would be made to pay at least 5
per cent on the old watered stock, but
the experts assert that the Increased
value of properties has squeezed out
the water, and that, anyway, the rates
will be based not on Inflated book
values but on real valuation.
The whole matter of railroad legis
lation, with government ownership In
the background, will be Injected Into
politics this year, according to the labor chiefs. Under the leadership of
Gompers, they will endeavor to se
cure the election to congress of can
didates of either party who will be favorable to labor and who will agree to
push amendments to the Cummlns-Esch measure.

President Wilson sprung another of
his surprises on. the country Wednes
day with the announcement that he
had selected Bainbrklge Colby of New
York to succeed Mr. Lansing as secretary of state. The wise ones had
predicted that the place would go to
either Secretary Baker or Undersecretary of State Polk. The friends of
both those gentlemen were active, and
when their efforts failed they were
somewhat resentful. Mr. Colby's name
was not submitted to the senate at
once, and thére was a good deal of
talk of opposition In that body to his
confirmation.
Senator Calder of New
fork said he would fight against It

because he considered Mr. Colby no
better fitted for secretary of state than'
for the shipping board, for which he
was confirmed several years ago after a hard fight In the senate. Mr.
Colby Is a native of St. Louis, a grad
uate of Williams college and a lawyer
by profession. Until the organization
of the Progressive party he was a Re
publican.
He followed the fortunes
of Colonel Roosevelt until the latter
came out for Hughes In 1918, and then
Mr. Colby Joined the ranks of the
Democrats.
It Is reasonably certain
that Mr. Wilson will not have any seri
ous differences with his new adviser
concerning international affairs. Mr.
Colby Is an ardent advocate of the
treaty of Versailles and the League of
Nations covenant. Incidentally, he is
opposed to national, prohibition.

Robert Cecil declared that the Turks
must be removed .from Constantino
pie because the maintenance of Turk
lsh sovereignty there would be a men
ace to tranquility. He added that the
danger of offending Musselman opln
Ion in India was "very gravely exag
gerated." His views are supported
by other public men there.
Prince
Felsal of the Herjaz has warned the
allies that the Independence of Syria
must be recognized or war with the
Arabs will follow. 'Lenlne, it is reported, has jumped into the controversy with a demand that Constantinople be given to Russia In fulfillment
or a promise given by the allies in
1915 as recompense for Russia's war
enort. Premier Mlllerand of France.
who is not in accord with some of
Lloyd George's plans, says he will not
consent to any Important decisions reHope of early ratification of the garding Turkey that have not been ap
peace treaty faded last week and the proved by President Wilson;
senate deadlock seemed tighter than
President Wilson's rejoinder to the
ever. The predicted revolt of Demo
crats against the president's policy supreme council rejecting Its reasons
for revising the Adriatic settlement
failed to materialize, and on the oth
er hand, Senator Hitchcock admitted was well received by the premiers, and
it was predicted they would vield af
that he had been deceived in expect
ing a break in the ranks of the Re- ter further argument The president's
publicans.
Senator Lodge let It be note gave in detail his reasons for ob
known'that he was determined to force jecting to the new concessions to Italy
another vote on ratification or re- ana ror insisting on his solution of the
jection and to put the Democrats on problem as modified by the agreement
record. He believes If all minor mat of December 9 last Great Britain and
ters were adjusted an agreement could France, It was said in London, would
more easily be reached on article 10, answer the note, as Italy Is now ctand- Some friends of the Egyptian national Ing aside as an Interested spectator,
taking the position that if the com
ists must have been busy in Washing
ton, for It Is asserted that a major- promise falls, the pact of London will
ity of the senators now favor the res be put in force. Presumably Mr. WU
son never would agree to this, and
ervation refusing to recognize the Britprobably he would have the support
ish protectorate over Egypt
or the present French government
The soviet government of Russia
appears to be doing everything it can
Some very Interesting events In
think of, short of ceasing to be a sov British politics are impending.
For
iet government, to bring about peace one thing, the Irish home rule bill has
with the other nations; and by one been presented to parliament and Is
route or another most of the nations Certain to stir up things. The Labor
of Europe are moving toward the same party Is planning to oppose It on
goal. Lenlne, who admits that Rusthe ground that It will not lead to a
sia must have peace and that the rest settlement of the Irish question.
Af
of the world must have peaceful rela ter Its Introduction the measure was
tions with Russia, last week sent an changed by the cabinet in two impor
offer of peace to the United States, tant particulars. First, as a conces
Japan and Roumanla. The council of slon to Sir Edward Carson, the Ulster
the allies declared Its position In the area was defined as a homogeneous
matter earlier, as follows :
Protestant area Instead of the whole
"The allies cannot enter Into diploprovince; by the second change the
matic relations with the soviet govbill, Instead of reserving Indefinitely
ernment, In view of their past experi- the control of customs and excise to
ences, until they have arrived at the England, states clearly that control
conviction that the bolshevik horrors of all taxation will be transferred to
have come to an end and that the govIreland the moment the two Irish leg
ernment at Moscow is ready to conislatures demand It This, It Is be
form its methods and diplomatic conlieved, may gain for the bill the sup
duct to those of all civilized governport of many of the Sinn Felners.
ments.
Another event of importance in Brit
"Commerce between Russia and the ish politics was the return of Asqulth
rest of Europe which Is so essential to parliament from Falsley with a ma
for the Improvement of economic conJorlty of nearly 3,000 over the Labor
ditions, not only In Russia, but In the candidate.
It was assumed the for
rest of the world, will be encouraged mer premier would resume active leadto the utmost degree possible withership of the opposition, and troublous
out relaxation of the attitude described
times for Lloyd George were predict
above."
It is recognized that this policy Is a
compromise forced by the French, for
Lloyd George and Nlttl, and perhaps
the. Japanese, were rather In favor of
recognizing the soviet government and
concluding
a speedy peace.
The
American diplomats, It Is believed,
have sided with the French, and there
are rumors of a growing split In the
entente. The compromise Is regarded
by many as an unworthy evasion. The
Poles, on the other hand, are Inclined
to open peace' negotiations with the
bolshevlkl at once and are formulating their conditions.
The military successes of the sov
iet government continue. The gov
ernment of northern Russia has collapsed entirely and has surrendered
Archangel and all the Murmansk coast
to the reds. Earl Curzon on its behalf
urged the victors to abstain from violence and severe repressive measures,
and there has been nothing to indicate
that his plea was In vain.. In the
south the Kuban Cossacks at last reports were trying to come to an un
derstanding with General Denlkine, insisting that the people must rule,
though they are heartily opposed to the
They have a
Lenlne regime.

distrust of Deniklne's re
actionary tendencies. The general Insists he Is fighting for a united Russia, whereas the Cossacks had planned
a
state.
The supreme council's plans concerning Turkey are attacked from various directions.
In England Lord

ed.

'

Mention must be made of the "rum
rebellion" that broke out last week In
Iron River, in the northern peninsula
of Michigan, although It was really a
tempest In a wine Jug. The local au
thorities, resenting the attempt of the
government liquor Inspectors to seize
and destroy some home-mad- e
wine
owned by certain Influential citizens,
defied the federal forces which were
rushed up from Chicago, threatening
their leader with arrest. He succeeded, however, In pouring the offending
wine Into the gutter and returned by
orders from Washington without pun
ishing the recalcitrant district attor
ney and his aids. Then a joint fed
eral and state inquiry Into the circumstances surrounding the "revolt" was

started

In

Iron River.

Because of the widespread opposi
tion to the universal military training
feature of the army bill, the Republican leaders agreed to sidetrack it for
the present, and the measure was pre
sented to the house with that section
omitted. A special subcommittee will
draft a separate training bill, which
will be given the right of way at the
next session of congress In December.
Meanwhile both parties will have the
opportunity of putting training planks
In their platforms If they deem It wise.
Chairman Kahn Is as .earnest an ad
vocate of the system as ever, and al
most as hopeful of final success, but
he admitted separate legislation was
the only practical course now.

Kansas City, Kans.s "Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription brought me through
very critical period for which I shall alwaya
be very grateful and I am glad to tell of it
that other suffering women may take my
advice and by the 'Prescription.' I had m
severe nervous
caused by
woman's trouble. Doctors called it inflammation. I doctored for about five years with
very little help. I saw Dr. Pierce'a medicine
advertised and was so discouraged that I
was ready to do anything for relief. I at
once got both the 'Favorite Prescription
and the 'Golden Medical Discovery.'
I
think I took about a doten bottles but it
was surely worth it as it restored me to good
health, curing me of all my ailment.'!
MRS. LUCY FOREMAN, 614 & Packard St
break-dow-

Remarkable Case of
a Kansas Woman

Atchison, Kans.: "About twenty yeara
I first commenced taking Dr. Pierce'a
Favorite Prescription for dispjacement and
other feminine weakness. The first half
dozen doses gave me great relief, and by the
time I finished the first bottle I felt strongei
than for a long while. Since then I have
taken this medicine whenever I have felt
weak or nervous and it has
always given me the desired relief. I am
very glad to recommend 'Favorite Prescription' as a woman's rtal friend." MÜ3.
IDA TICEN ER, 1118 N. 10th St- ago

n,

Water Power Wasted.
The Alto Parana river, which di
vides Paragvay from Argentina and
Brazil, and its ninny tributaries, could
make Paraguay an Important indus
trial center. The power of these waters is practically unknown, but Is
estimated as having, in some places,
a fall of 200 feet, and a force of 100,- power.
The Iguazu falls
are regarded as even more powerful
than Niagara.
,

e

CALOMEL!
It's Mercury!

Quick-

silver! Shocks the
liver Danger I
You're bilious, but take "Cascarets' 1
You have a throbbing sensation in your
head, a bad taste In your mouth, your
eyes burn, your skin is yellow, with
dark rings under your eyes ; your lips
are parched, your bowels are constipated. No wonder you feel foggy,
mean and
You need Cascarets tonight. Don't continue being
a bilious nuisance to yourself and
those who love you, 'and don't resort
to harsh physics that irritate and In
jure. Remember that most disordera
of the stomach, liver and bowels are
ended by morning with gentle, harmless Casoarets they work while yon
sleep, never gripe, shock, sicken or inconvenience you. They're grand I Adv.
Plenty of Hope.
'Seems to be a big run to the mov
ies," commented Yorlck Hamm.
"I
wonder if I could make good?"
"Don't see why not," declared Ham
let Fatt. "Hire a litter of puppies and
a trick mule, and with your acting abil
ity you're bound to make good."
Louisville Courier-Journal.

For your daughter's sake, use Red
Cross Bag Blue In the laundry. She
will then have that dainty,
ed appearance that girls admire. 6c.
well-groo-

'
Looked Like It
You can't keep me down.
Employer What are you trylnz to
do, hold me up?
.

Clerk

Fortunate Is the mán who knows
enough law to avoid It

WATCH THAT COLD!
Colds and chills leave- - thousands with
weak kidneys and aching backs. The
itianeyi have to do most of the work
of fighting off a cold and they weaken
slow up. You feel dull and irritable
and have headaches, dizziness, backache, and irregular kidney action.
Give the kidneys quick help with
Doan'M Kidney Pills!
Doan's are
used and recommended the world over
for weak kidneys and bad backs . Ask

your neighbor I

A Colorado Case
Tells

a

Slwy"

k.

Mrs. Anna M. Adams,

J
1

rnn..

bv-

-

"kv-

-

long time my kidneys
maue
ins-- , misera Die.

Nights I was restless
1) because
nf an nnh
V

through the small of
my back and my aides.
When I got up mornings I didn't feel re- and It mam
'hours before the Ian- -

41 Hí
V3tt

guld, dragged-ou- t
ing wore away.

feel-

I used
Doan's Kidney Pills
and they helped me
the first dav. I kent
on using them until I was cured."
Get Doan's at Any Store, 60c a Box

DOAN'S

FOSTER. MILBURN

CO,

n??

BUFFALO.

N. V.

Irritating: Coughs

Promptly treat coughs, colds, hoarseness,
bronchitis and similar iuflamed and irritated
conditions of the throat with a tested remedy

P ISO'S

'

.'

r

..ti'..!

Four reeistered O. I. C. hogs for
sale, one boar and three bows, all the
sows will bring litters within thirty
days. All priced to sell.

31C

pi

ñ

We are now Ready!

'

GRAM)

H. G. BAUMANN.
Mills, N. Mex.

For Blacksmithing
and Wagon Work,

FOUND New Top Cover for Fori
cilice.
Car. Its at the
S--

D

Undertaker

AUCTION

Licenced Embalmer

That Storage Battery?

J.

When did you have it Tested last? It is very
likely to Freeze now and discharged Batteries
freeze easily.

C. Dodds,

Roy, N. M.
Frompt; and Efficient Service.
Day or night.

The ANDERSON GARAGE and Machine Works
is Now prepared to give you the service that your
Watch your Battery!
Batteries demand,

Anderson Garage &
Machine Works.
a

0E

2

--

MRS. MARTHA FRANK,
L. San Angelo, Texas.

"

SEED POTATOK3 For Sale. En- quire of J. S. HORTON, 4 miles
south of Solano.

m

1-

In order to make room for our new line of
tractors and other farming implements, we u- - "Ting to the public our entire line or brand new
Funeral Director,. All details
farming implements to the highest bidder without, .'csc-v- e,
also a small line of furniture. Come one
planned and executed.
FOR SALE 80 acres deeded land,
and all this Í3 your opportunity to buy new goods at yo .. :"wn pric?, on
miles northwest ef Solano, N. M.
By the Floersheim Mercantile Co., :

:

noy, N. M.

1920

.Mon. Marci a 8,

FARM FOR SALE -SÁLÉ TO BEGIN AT 10 O'CLOCK
acres ,of wheat in and looking
fine, three ind a half miles of fence,
Good Well and plenty cf Good Water. 1 Emerson 2 row lister cultivator, 1 Oliver 2 row lister cultivator, 4 2 row" bean harvester, 2 interGpcd neighborhcod near school on ru-rmail route and telephone line, tl national 2
row planters, 1 Oliver plow with tiding attachment, 1 12 disc Hoosier 'grain drill, 1 Star
miles from Roy. Priced to sell.
,320-ACR- E

-

80

al

W. C. YARBROUGH,
Roy, N. M., Route A.

4tpd.

windmill, 2 Emerson

cultivator,

New Barber Shop

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
Ml

H.B. BOHANON,

There are more than 3,600,000 Ford cars Irt
daily service throughout the world, and fully
eighty per cent of these are Ford Touring Cars.
There are many reasons for this, not the least of
which is the simplicity in the design of the car,
so easy to understand; likewise it is easy to
operate; and mighty inexpensive compared to
other motor cars. On the farm, in the city, for
business and for family pleasure, it is the car of
the people, and the demand is increasing every
day. Let us have your order promptly if you
want one.

Í
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Kitchen cabinet, 3 round tables

1

graders, 4 3 burner oft stove

card table,

1

sewing table,

7

' "

yrs old, wt 950 to 1100.

''

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M

fti months

Will find this

F, O. White,

Auct,

E. J. Floérs&'him,

MONDAY MARCH
ONB MAN OPERATES

'

t

ÍM'IWIM URGE
I furs TO VEOC

iUtrr FbtW. Cmé 2S.63 to 20.00

owtbilf

yVTtteLy

-

brdijary

tlS-O-

a

,". at

MT.. to

T

Carload
of

the right place.

One
Man

Tractors

1

ir

18.00

to

to 15.00

7Oio

12.00 to

15.60

14.03 to 10.

I

LYNX CAT
m

1203 U

16.00

1

14.00

tJ 1100

10 00 to 8.001

1

l5.0fl to 12.00

18.00

7J0te

5.60

1

4.00to

tl--

5t00 ft

ISO
3:001

Hard to Believe.
Tou can't get the fellow In the road
with a punctured tire to believe they
change 'em in 27 seconds In the speedway races. Indianapolis News.
Wanted To Buy

:

A

-

es

miles.
Plowing at Zli miles an hour givejr
ideal results, the ground being
more thoroughly than at
slower speeds, with less air space.
Tough sofí that cannot be' turned at
all at V miles at hour is plowed
with ease.Perfect, viorfc is assured with the
Moline' Universal throagh the advantageous position' of the operator, who
sits on the implement, where he must
sit irt' order to do good work. The;
Moline Universal 3 easily handled,.
turn short, and backs as readily as-i- t
goes forward.
Wayte of timo in the' field is elimi
nated and the tractor kept at productive Work a maximum number of"
hours a day throueh a complete electric starting and lighting system. Th&
Moline Universal is the only tractor
thus regularly equipped,

farm or ranch,

if at a bargain price have nothing
deinite in mind as to size or locality

I 7.00 to 5J9

to

Mutirr:

7.00

ttMf

ed

naturally will prefer as near town or
railroad as price and fertility being
equal. Address box 221 Webb City,

ISO
2.00

Missouri.

Fat Hogs, will
FOR SALE:-Fodress 240 lbs. each. Also Spring Rye
for Seed, and Speltz seed.
ur

jCasea1

j MO 0

7JD0

1

6i0

to 5iQ

SJQ to

4

3.75 to

m

3itt

telffi

are bawd on the well-knoThese extremely high prices for New Mexico Furs
snip-- .
"SHUBERT" liberal gradine and are quoted for immediate
4 and otherwise inferior skins at highest warket
M0 3
va'ul; Ship you? Fu now-w- hen
we want 'em. You'll get "more
money" and get it "quicker" too.
wn

Route A.

"t

HUBERT" RETURNS WILL MAKE YOU HAPPY
KEEP 'EM COMING FAST
JODAY-A- ND

MU?

Sr

SI

AH

HOUSE

VDUB

WRECT

TO

ÑTHEWRID DCWM aCLUSIVBY

lit

AW FURS
R 1 C A MLRnm

527 W.Austin

AycDept

Chicago

VSA

W. S. MORRIS,
Roy, New Mexico.

NOTICE
Notice is hereby given, "chat the
Mora Abstract Company, has chang
ed ownership, all business communi-cation- s
must be addressed to the Mora
Abstract Company direct and not to
any individual. Mr. Tom J. Taylor
Jr., is no longer connected with the
above company or in the abstract'
work, except to finish some work on
hand before this date.
By
PHILIP N. SANCHEZ.
Secretary Mora Abstract Co.
February 16lh, 1920

f

T7T

bottoms, under
With two
average plowing conditions,
neflr
Moline Universal Tractor, Model D,
plows 9 atros in 10 hourj, as much
machine. The suas ordinanr
perior efficiency Tof tin' Moline Universal is duer to- ft higher peed, 3J4
miles an hour, two bottoms' at Z'í
miles giving tlie same number of
plow-milas three bottoms5 at 2j

Clayton, N. Meii

5UNto

i 5X1to 4

8.00 to

AND JACKS FOR SALE
02000 Percheon Stallioits.2 black
on gray, 4 and 5 years old, 2 Mam
moth Black Jacks, 15 t hands mgn
Horse measure.
HARTLY & THARNTON,
HOUSES

SET T5M

.w lcrw. to wwi bwsu

OYOTE
Ol

fTT

'

1920 A.

from "SWUmr"
to

8th

IMPLEMENT

ROTH THACTOR AM

Land-Seeke- rs

The Hat and Religion.
Imln in llu
Jews wear llu-iThe Krtcnds nlso sit covered
diiriiit! the ofrurdig of prayers.
llio custom In the Church of
Knglnnd wiih for intn to sit covered
daring the sermon. When Itlchnrd
Cox. bishop of Ely, died In 1581 the
congregation, sitting In the choir to
hear the serraou. covered their heads.

The Highest Prices Ever Enoivn
WANT 'EM NOW

Clerk.

"E
Tractor Demonstration

Vor-itier-

tVl

"

Floersheim Mercantile Go

r

Get

Other articles too numerous

banka-bl- e

El Dorado Hotel

Tourists and

AND WILL PAY THE PKICC TO

set of 6 dining room

irmV wfifitfui IflUreSt Ifpaid when áué.

Steam Heated,
Free Baths, Z
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

Hiars What You'll

1

stand table,

1

If nftt paid when dta"
note or approved security; $10 ami
to draw l'O per cent interest from dateuntil paid. PriTVlwiser gitinf
per cent discount onsums over $10. Ha jfttipcitf U b fe'mOVduntil settled for,
under cash;
TERMS OF SALE

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

3

burner oil range with

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

k

to"SHUB.E

4

Í library table,

small 80 pound Cruso cream seperator.

1

1

to mention.

Under new Management

KS3KBLT

1

chairs, 2 Students chairs", 8 good mules, 6 &

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds
Teacher of Piano
A photographic novelty consists
of
The Iridescent fire in the opal is due
a porfra.t made In the shape of a to the water in the pern,
opals being
transparency with a light behind It simply a mingling of s!ilca-filnt- -nnd

tooth harrow,

1 60

Crüsó créárii íéperater, 550 CP,

Homestead Matters attended to,
Filings
Publications,
Final Col,
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up!
and acknowledgements taken.

I. W. BECK, Manager.

P

oven,

A. A. Wynne

Beck Motor
Company

Oliver lister,

International disc hafr'ofa, 1 International 6 disc
Emerson disc gang, 2 14 irt. walking plows, 1 Moline
1

Prop'r.

Block, ROY

n

shovel riding cultivators,

3 Oliver sod plows, 3 Clipper bean

Go-Dev- il,

Shop in connection with the
Roy Cafe.
Prompt and efficient service
Your Patronage Solicited,
Great-Wester-

1

6

"Nil'

MAN

OrT-rtATtí-

S

Tm:r,j,1,)-Ai.j.TO,ir.w-A- i--

1

vsr

The iccret of the speed and power
of the Moliive Universal lies u its
perfected OTcrheacI-Taltngjne and!
construction,
The engioft
diwfops 18 horsepower at the belr.
nnd 9 at the drawbar, evtry unce o
ra

twd-whe-

tor pull, there
no dead wheels to drag ofoeg
that only carry wcigftt and steer.
For plowing in extremely soft "
ground, the Moline Universal Í
equipped with a differential lock that '
enables the two drive wheels to b
jocked together, doubling their pulling power.
When plowing the land wheel is)
raised so that the tractor i level.
The wheel is very easily and qtrickly
raised or lowered.
The light weight of the Molina
ÜiiivírsaC 3390 pounds, and its high
clearance, 29J4 inches, make it adapted for aH other field work, beside
plowing. With it one man can pfant
40 acres a day, cultivate 20 acres
day,' harvest 25 acre a day, or do
any other work with emj.il speed. It
is the ideal tractor for any sized
farm, practically eliminating horses
and solving: the farm help problem.
Call am let us show your, this, re
I
tttarkable moekinet
WI'icH is available

are

Our Mr. Rv C.
Barrett assisted an Expert
from the factory,
will show them
to you, in action.

Floersheim
Mercantile
Company
Roy, N. M.

